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CTORY R E M A R K S
debate in European Parlianent on the position of rlofien
called for a rcview of research on ylcrrp''n in EEC fubnber
call, we have sutveyed research afi teaching n  tlicl;ren
and other establishnBnts in the Ten l#;nber States.
I
fn the course of a
in Eutope, speakers
States.
rn response to that
withln universities
ft has been our ain to draw rq an Tnventoty rcther than to evaluate the
research and teaching, and it  wjll coflre as no surprise that out tepott
contalns no anaTytical conmentaries or conc-lusions as to the political
inplications of feminist research but that it  is nerely an overall rcview
of the situation in each country
The practical diffjculties besetting our mbitious lnitial objective soon
made themse-lves apparcnt: for exanple, correspondence was sl.orv (and
sonptirBs broke down altogether ) nd disciplines h€re found to be
conpartrentalized. It is hard even for one universjty departnent to find
out vhat is happening in others within the same universjty, especially as
courses on wonen or teaching frcm the feminist viewpoint receive little
publielty md arc Laryely ignoted by the establisfunent.  Furthernpre, such
teaching is volati-Ie, as nany courses are cancelled fron one year to the
next uthile others are constantly being nodified and called into grcstion.
Being so new. such courses also tend to be the first to go when budget
cutbacks have to be nade.
|4ore headway has been n:r,de in research than in teaching in genetal, but it
js eyen harder to survey the fonrer sjnce nuch of the university-sponsored
research js done in establishnents or centres not specificalTy orientated
torards research on woffren.
Such research tends to be the outcone of persistent, determined efforts on
the patt of wonen researchers - and a srnall handful of male researchers -
who assert that the focus of theb r+ork is "wonan" and, in sonrs cases, who
irpose their femlnist "otttlook".
tlithin tniversities, a considerable nunber of projects js undettaken  by
l*'onen students. usually as part of a master's or postgtaduate degtee,
and 7t is oDyiously irpossible to conpile a list of such projects, howevet
interesting  and livel.y.-4-
We have, therefote, provided a list of universities offering courses on
trlcrren 's issues, togethet with aty available particulars of curricula and
the nanes of tutors and researchers.  lle have also given the main subject
of the course - which is almost always ruItjdisciplinary - and the
departnent by which it  is adninistered.
llhen a university offers a wide range of courses. as in Great fuitain, the
basic criteria have been the significance of the course and its level
( underyaduate, postgraduate or higher dipluna ).
"llofite,n's Studies" along the ljnes of the Anetican model are offeted only
in 6reat fuitain and in the t€therlands . lle have prefened not to use the
tern with reference to other countrjes. sjnce it  is too anbiguous and does
not rcf lect vhat is being taught there. lle have opted for nore t,neuttal,'
terrns such as "study and reseatch on woilruntt, |roffen ts research,, and ,,teach-
lng on wonen". lttere possible , we have pointed out that the courses and
research adopt the "fminist perspectl-ve".
In the words of Eliane Vogel-Polsky (1):
"ft is difficult to translate the concept of ,Wonen,s Studies, [into
Frcnchl with any degree of accuracy. They are sonptjrps called
'recherches fdmrnistes' ffeminist research]. Ihese studies involve
action and awareness in the field of scjentific research and a
dialectical resol,ve to change society and, on the part of the
'researcher' herself, to change herself."
Vogel-Polsky continues  ( I) :
'lThe deveTogrent of 'Itiren ts Studies' cannot be dissociated ftom the
wonents liberation novenent, as the set of problerns they face ate
identical: the subject of research is defined in relation to concepts
of wonBn's oppression and thefu treatnent as second-rcte citlzens
underlying the organization of society. The scientifjc researchers
take a multidjscipTinary approach so that they can view the subJect
in its totality."
(1)  Eaoport surje: 4{gg  Ies
EtalsJwrffies  du lqIlsei! le I'E  irJ'Qsali!9
entrc les fennes et les honres (Report on the non-jnstitutional
Eutope lflmber States to prunte
equallty between nen and rtorrun). Eliane VogeT-Polsky, prepared for
C.A.H.F.M.. Council of Europe.-5-
8y questioning alt disciplines, the feminist outlook overturns theorles of
knowledge md in so doing feminist research develops its orn criterJa to
cqnbat nlr,le prcconceptions.  For exanpTe, if  donestic rork js taken lnto
account there has to be a rcappraisal of the pTace of wonen in the
production sphere, and consequently the place of rrcn as rel,l.
In Theories of tlryenls Sggdres , 61oria Eowles and Renate Arc711 Klein
ndte thdt woren 's studies do not subscribe ta the assurptions of the doni-
nant culture and consider the current corpartrrcntalization of knowLedge to
be inappropfiate to the questions they raise. They feel that the femjnist
perspective calls the origins and distrjbution of knowledge into question
in a radical way.
They go on to define lloflr.n 's studies as fo-l-lors:
"|fqTr'n's studjes ,...  have the potential to change the nature of a17
knowledge ln a fundarent,al way, as they shift the centre of interest
away fton its ffxat ion on nan to a rcf etence frarewotk vthich, as
such, validates the difference and diversity of wonen's ideas,
experiences,  needs and interests and forms the basis for their
teaching and leaming. Ihis concept of ytoffrln 's stuoies turns evgly
subject into a r,ofir'n 's studies subject: wofien ate no Tonger subject
to the power and control of knowledge as defined by rrcn. A17 know-
\edge. whatever its type. must be exanined for jts relevance and
usefulness to rBn and woflp'n."
Progrannes of study and research on wren conducted ftom a feminist point
of view were due to the initiative of the waren's movetrent,  whose airn is
to achieve equality for rioren.
Studies and reseatch on woflr'n are an expression of the ideas of the
Ntonen's movenent at university level. They have napped out a field of
research and cutricula and courses of study in rhich women are seen as a
separate gtoup to be studied according to thefu own petspective  (the
condition of wonen ) nd in which differentiation by sex is an essentjal
aspect of aII societies.
The rcTationships between research and social tovenents are carplex
factors whose origins lie in socjal change. The forms taken by that social
change have inciuded a higher proportion of wonen on the Tabour tmrket,
the setting up of conmissions of enquby into the status of wonen. growing
opportunities for woflr'n in higher education and research std technical
inventlons vhich have t.r,dif ied the denogaphic  base of wonen 's life  cycle.
(2)  Iheorle:_of llffrp0's_5tudies,  Gloria Eowl,es and Renate Duelli Klein,
London. RoutLedge  & Kegan PauL, 1983, 277 pp.-6-
As Evelyne Sul-lerot writes:
'Tll these discoveries  have highlighted the cultural aspects
(theology, manifest or Tatent ideoTogies) or the socio-econanic
aspects (power structures, the econonic convenience of the divisjon
of roles between the sexes ) which underlie the position of wonen and
which, until now, had been nnsked by the overwhelning tset pattern of
natute'."
llomen,s studies are lnterdisciplinary and nultidisciplinary. Although it
may be true that they have nade npst headway in universitjes ( in the
social scjences , ranging from history to sociology, ethnology to psycho-
Iogy and a7l the applied studies coning under the heading of those
oisciplines such as therapy. vocationaT guidance md criminologf ) they
serye as an instrunpnt of change at all levels and in all fields of
education.
They create the scientific temain for an analysis of the subofiinate
position of wonen and the rel.atjonship between the division of labour
between nen and rlongn and social evalution in a btoadet sense.
Ihis definition inplies that
1)  rlonen,s studies should look at social reaiities from all sides and
study the position of woil:en by taking this ovetalT view;
2)  in wonen,s studies, the starting point for an overaTT exanination  of
social realjties should be the fact that power is unequally divided
between ren and trionp-n.
At a tirc when the conpartnentalization  of the social life of nen and
rlonen seems ta be disappearing, not only historical research but also
writing are atterpting to depict the outward signs of a wonen's cultute
which has jn most cases remajned on the fringes of both history and
Iiteratwe.
There is growing debate as to the need to formulate the problems nnre
stringentJ.y so that learning and the accunulation of knowledge can be
integated. The frcedon for wonen to choose how they Tive in this world is
being clained in a nunber of ways.-7  -
FOREWRD
Although our surueg is intentionaLLg restnieted to researeh in the
aeademie fi,eld, ue eertainLy do no7; underestimate the ueaLth of
signifieant  resenaeh taking pLace outside of the institutional frame-
wrk.  In practiee, houeuer, information  uns more neadiLg auailabLe
fron wtiuersities.
Bearing in nind that, in almost al'[' eountries, eou?ses on and fon
uomen are often uieued tvith nistrust and. eontenrpt in wtioersity
eu.z,nieuLa, it  seemed to us ttnt u)omen's teaehing vns in need of some
eneouragement.
although this sunu€A is eonsequently  Linited to institutionaL bodies,
ue thought it  uouLd be useful to giue, t)hen auailable, the addnesses
of researeh or doewnentation eentres, Libraries and diseussion
groups operating outside the institutionaL  franeuonk, wlnse uork
is LikeLy to improue the position c>f unmen in soeiety ond gioe
neu intpetus to academie researeh,
Throughout the rnnLd, u)omen inuoLued in raseareh/aetion p?oieetg,
and more interested in praetiee than theory, uouLd Like eloser Links
betueen institutiornL and non-insti.tutional researeh Likely to be
of benefit to both.
This sunuey, the first  of its kind in Eunope, is obuiousLy
ptouisional and selectiue and., Liket any'tfirst", has its  Limits and
faults, due mainly to the diffieult;ies and obstacles eneountered
along the rmy and to the marked re'l-uetanee to prouide information.
Hodeuen, ue hope that these Lists uiLL giue an idea of the dynamism
and range of nesearch on uomen and uvtlL encouvage the mot,e
"prospenous" to help and naLly the Less uell-off.
Feminist teaehers in aLL eountries and uniuersities are uoicing
the need to enehange i.nfortnation and. compa"e their findings urith
other u)omen reseanehens inuoLtsed in similar projeets.
As our aim is to inrpnoue the exc\nnge of information,  we hope that the
following surveA MLL faeilitate tke setting ltp of an inforrnation
netuonk Llithin the &*opean Connatni.tA.
We are au)are that this strueA eannot elaim to be erhaustitse,  and
uouLd Like to Lag gneat stress on this.  Some information  neuer reaehed
us, despite our repeated requests. We tnd to put a time Limit to
our inuestigations,  houeuen  rmteh ue, wuld haue Liked to eontinue
ui,th them.-8-
We hope thtat utomen teachens and nesearehens uhose aetiuities a?e
not Listed uiLL aeeept otu apologies. I'le uouLd be gvateful if  they wuLd
Let us haue inforrnation on thein unrk and, the eourses they teaeh.
We unuld aLso be grateful if  our readers uould inforrn us of anA e?"o"
on inaeeuracA  as negards the eurrieuLa,  pLaees or people Listed.
(2).-9-
INTERNATIONAL  LI STINGS
The 'Woments Studies InternationaL R'egistryt' (1) uns eornpiLed uith the
assistanee of the Ford Foundntion.
It  ineLudes a List of rmmen uho registered at the t'Resottt'ee Center of
Woments Studies" duri,ng the Non-GouerrytmentaL  1nganization  Fotam
heLd at Copenhagen i,n JuLy 1.980, andl a List of those taking part in
the Semi,nan on u)omen in deueLoping soeieties held in Salzbutg dtning
the sunrner of L9B0.
Informatton  maA aLso be obtained from the "R6pentoine fnterT'ntional
necherche et enseignement reLatifs au,r fermnes" (IntermationaL
Registry of Research and. Teaching on Women) (2), pwbLished bg the
Institut Simone de Beauuoi,n of trilontreaL.
Ihts registry takes the form of a pe?sorlal and professionaL  adfu'ess
book fon aLL people thtoughout the utorLd unrking tounnds the
aduancement  of uomen. ft  is one of the resuLts of the intermational
sgntposium on researeh and teaehing on wmen uhich took plaee in
Ibntv,eaL in L982 und.er the auspiees of the Institut Simone de Beauuoir
of Concordi,a  tlniuenstty.
(1)  The Feminist tuess, Bon 334, A'Ld Westbury, Neu Iork LL568,
U.S.A.
(2)  Institut  Simone de Beauuoir,  C,cncardia Unioersity', Catnptts Sir
George l,liTliatns, W Arvtet, 145;5 Ouest, Boulet>ard de ltlaisonrzeuue,
Montreal, Quebec HlG LMB-10_
COMPARISON OF CURRENT DEWLOPMENTS  IN THE USA CANADA AND EUROPE
Women's research and teaehingh&ue  deueLoped in different tmys in
different euLturaL areas and eoen in different eountries. Reseaneh
and. teaehing haoe different features and are separateLy organized.
fhis differenee may be traeed baek to a rutmben of causes:
the stnucture of institutions;
unioersity fwtding methods  and. entnance requinementsl
'  the detseLopment of the rmments mouement;
euLtural and political contents.
If  the position of Women's Studies is eontpared in the tlSA, in Canada
and in Eunope, it  is quite obuious that Eunope is a Long wy behind.
folLouing figanes prouide conuincing pnoof: In the USA,
-  more than 30,000 eourses'u)ere auailabLe in  L981. at
31000 uniuersities and 20 neseaneh centresl and,
there are 400 Woments Stud'Les degvee eol,Lrses.
The deuelopment of Vomen's Studies has been ertremeLy napid, beaning
in mi.nd that in  1.969 thene uere onLy about a hundred eourses and
i;.semina?s (uhieh eorresponds, alLouing for  the population  Leuels
of eaeh eountry, to the position of Fnance in L982, uhere about 20
eouraes are Listed).
In the USA, these studies take thnee fonms: eourses Leading to the
autard of Women's Studies degvees (obtained in three or four Aears
in Woments Studies departments) optional or eompulso"A  eourse
moduLes andone-off Lectures giuen uithin a degnee eourse)often  from
the finst  year ont'tards.
Woments Studtes inereasingly inuolue teaehing whieh is fully
independent  and. uhieh hns the sane "reeognition" and uaLidity as
other types of teaehing. Woments Studies are auailable in aLmost aLL
disciplines, aLthough the greatest p"ogress has been made in histony
( chronoLogieaLly, the first  subjeet to be studi.ed i,n thi.s tny)
Lit eratur e- and s-o ciolo gy
fnterdisciplinany eour.ses  haue aLso been set up.  The dynatnism of the
Lnments Liberation mouement since the end of the Sirties has obuiousLy
eontntbuted to this suceess. Stud.ent demand, in particular'from girLs,
is a funther factot, uthich uniuersiii;es haue had to take into aeeount,
sinee their ftmds eome fnom the fees paid by these students.
Women's Studies Centre.s are either attached to insti.tuti.ons or
ird,ependent, and reeeiue firnncial  baeking fnom fowtdations.  TheA
hnue tuo main obiectiues: to detselop neseareh on u)omen ard. to
eontribute touands the re-integration of tmmen wln haue had to giue
up or intenrttpt their professionaL eareey,s.
USA
The--il-
In adlition, a number of researeh organizations  Ttaue eonrnitted
themseloes to eonsiderabLe reseanch into utomen's probLems.
FinaLLA, reoiews pnooide a forun for information  on feminist researeh.
Some of these neoieus prouide a nationaL and internationaL information
netunrk.
The Feninist fuess (1), direeted by Florenee Houe, publi.shes  researeh
unnk, theonetieal uorks, registries and. reuieus sueh as "The Women's
Studies Qumterly" (2), and. its supplement "Women's Studies
IntermationaL", published by the Feminist fuess and. The NationnL
Vomen's StudL.es Associ.ation, uhieh contains a massiue atnowtt of
inforrnation oo Womm'a Studies tn the tlS and througlnut the unrld,
}ther pubLieattons ineLude the ?evieu "signsn (3), published by the
University of Chieago, t'The lbibttne't, uthieh is the Neu Yonk
InternationaL  I'loments lYibune Center reuieu of tmmen and deuelopment
(4), and the 'Women's  IntemtationaL  Netunrk" (WIN) (5).
(1)  T'Lte Feminist fuess, Memorial House, 47/49 East 65th Stneet, Neu
Iork, N.I.  L0021
(2)  Woments Studies Interrytational  Qttarterly, Chenis Ktarna?ae,
Uniuersity of lLlinois at Wbana-Clwrnpaigtt, 244 Lineoln HaLL,
Wbana, IL 6L80L, US
(3)  SIGIiIS, ilhe Uniuersity of Chieago tuess, 1.1030 S. Langteg Aue.,
Chicago, fL 60628, US.
(4)  THE TRIBUNE, Intermatiornl Women's lbibme Center, 777 tlnited Nations
Plaza, Neu Iork, MI L0017, IIS
(5)  WIN NEUS, EYan P.Hosken, 187 Gnant St.,  Lerington, MA 021.73,  US-12-
CANMA
The uast field of nesearch and. study being eannied out in Canadn and in
Quebee has to be mentioned in eonnection vtth any diseussion of the
USA.
Ouey, the Last tuenty years, research on unmen Ttns prouided, in Quebee,
for enantpLe, as in most of the Vestenn tmnLd, a neu) area of researeh
ohose fnontiers have not get been defi,ned. fhe uitaLity of this
researeh ean be seen, houeuer, fnom the Large nutnber of necent
studies (1).
The deueLopment of this neseanch Ttas elose Links uith the u)omen's
Libenatton mopement and. with arnlyses of inequalitg earnied out uithin
a franework of protest, and is also deeply rooted in a ntmber of soeial,
eeonomie, demographie  and euLtutal changes whieh ate hauing a
profound effeet on the traditi,ornL roles of men and. vnmen uyithin the
fatnily and dthin the organization of soeiety,
eaLL the wlple of society into question.
Seuenal uniuensities are offering study eourses
these ineLud.e:
uhieh ane Likely to
specifiealLg on u)omen.
- the Coneondia tlnioensity of I'bntreaL (2) uhieh adninisters the
Institut Si,mone de Beauuoin, set up in L978. It  defines Women's
Studi.es as a diseipline ineluding and modifying aLL branehes of
l<nouLedge  by the introduction of neu pe?speetiues and research
to baLanee and. sttppLement';traditional  eburses of study.
An international symposium on unmen's researeh and teaching uns heLd
in I'IontneaL in August 1982 and. uns organized by the Institut Simone de
Beauuoit, along si,milar Lines to the L980 Copenhagen Fonum.
Women's Studies ar.e neeessarily interdiscipLinary and rruLtidiseipLinany,
giuen that the eondition of tmmen eneotnpasses  aLL eristing
diseiplines.
these studi,es eonsequentLy eaLL the eoneepts and stnuetures of
knouLedge into question and heLp to countez,act ,dhe growing fragmentation of Learning and edueation.
In 1974, the Surmner Institute in Vomen's Studies introdueed a neu
Women's Studies p"ogramfie based_ on a r.eeognition  ihat
no academie disei,plines prouide for a sgstematie studA of unmen.
(1) La recherehe suz Les fenrnes au Qu6bee: bi,Lan et bibLiogvaphie,
(Researeh on uomen in Quebec: assessment  and btbLiography),
Denise Lemieun et Lueie Mencien, Institut qu6b6cois de reeherche
sur La eultune, CoLleetion: instruments de tnauaiL no. 5 (The
Tools of Work CoLLeetion,  No. 5), 1979, 336 pp.
(2) fnstitut Simone de Beauuoin, Coneordia Uniuensity, 7455 de
Ith.isortneuue ouest, Ivlontreal, Quebec HsG 1M8.- 
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Obher unitsersities, sueh as CarLeton Uniuersity (1.), t'Iount Saint Vincent
tlnhsersitg (2), O.I.S.E (3), Confederation CoLLege (a) and the Laurentian
tlniuersitg (5), aLso offer ubmen's study artd. research progratny4es  haoing
sinilar objeetiues and. methods.
the Famders CoLLege of the tlniuerstty of York (6) aLso pubLishes
a quanterly bilingual reoied (bilingnLism is a special feattne of
teaehing in Cannda), uhieh diseusses a neL) topic in eaeh issue (the
a.!ts, the economy, health' reLigiont oioLenee, ete. ).
(1)  Carleton llniuersitA, Ottaun, Ontario K1S 586
(2)  I'Iowtt Saint Vincent tlniuensity, HaLifa.r, Noua Seotia BSbl 2J6
(3)  Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 252 Bloorstreet,
West Toronto, Ontario ItlSS 1.V6
(4)  Confederation  CoLLege,  Tlunden Bay, Ontario
( 5)  Lau.rentian tlniuersity,  &tdbung
(6)  Fowtd.ens CoLLege, Ionk Ilniuersity, Canadian Woman Studies,
4700 KeeLe Street, Doumstsieu, Ontanio MSJ LP3.-14-
EU RO PE
Developments in  Europe have been slower as they have been severely
hampered by a continuous  shortage of  funds.
In most European countries,  the educational system leaves little  scope for
setting  up new courses, and academic compartmentalization  is  a great
obstacle to  the exchange of  information among disciplines.  Within institu-
tional  circles,  there is  also wide resistance to  feminist  analyses that
call  nale knowledge into  question.
In  the United Kingdon, \rhen womenrs studies first  nade their  appearence ln
the early  Seventies it  was within  the framework of  adult  education. Adult
education courses are rarely  officially  recognized by examination,  but
they enable women without  formal educational qualifications  to  Prepare for
further  study and it  was obviously siurpler to  organize lromen's studies
within  this  less structured and compartmentalized  framework. Adult educa-
tion  is  currently  under threat,  as it  is  a target  for  financial  cutbacks.
In Europe as in  the US, the social  sciences provided the initial  testing
ground for  research on nomen, enabling \{omen to discover Eheir identity
through history.  Through a subject such as sociology,  in which relation-
ships between the sexes are fundamenEal, feminist  researchers could evolve
nelr coneeptual tools  for  analyzing modes of  production and reproduction
and could develop the concept of  sexism as a general phenomenon. It  also
provided an opportunity for  wide-ranging discussion of  the place of  women
in  the hierarchy of  universities  and in  the subjects taught., showing the
extent of  discrimination  faced by women.
Throughout Europe, there have been three stages in  research on women:
the first  stage is  research on women, in which women are treated as
the subject of  research just  like  any other sector of  society;
this  is  followed by an examination of  the role  and place of women
from the viewpoint of  relaEionships between the sexes, a stage in
which there is  political  cornmitment  and the ain  is  to  improve woments
lot;  during such debate, conventional liberal  and Marxist theories
are found to be inadequate  and the research then goes on to the
third  stage: research from the viewpoint of  women, i...  feminist
research, pointing  to  new problerns (l).
( 1) These three stages usuaLly follow  in  turn,  but in  some cases they
occur all  at  the same tine  (as was apparent at  the Decenber 1982
colloquium on feminist  research in  Toulouse in  France).-- t5 -
In France, university departments specializing in Anerican or British
civilization  were the first  to offer teaching of this type, and students
there acquired an extensive knowLedge of the position of nomen in English-
speaking countries. The teaching then spread to history, sociology and
French literature departments.
Today the exact and experiment.al sciences are the focal point for theoreti-
cal research. In France, Germany and the Netherlands, there is a growing
interest in feninist critiques of science. New disciplines have been
tackled (mathernatics,  biology, etc.)  and nen questions raised, particular-
ly the effects on nomen of new technology and in vitro  fertilization.
At the same time, there is evidence - particularly in France - that the
nomenrs liberation movement, which has been the cataLyst for feninist
research, especially surrounding the debate on abortion and rape, has
turned its  attention back to the question of feninist research. Might this
be an opportunity to impart new impetus?
The countries in which there is  least teaching on nomen and which as a
result do little  research (since teaching and research go hand in hand)
are Greece, where progress seems to be slow, Luxembourg, which has no
institutional  framework for such ecademic work, and Ireland, which has not
followed in the footsteps of GreaE Britain and the United States.
In Belgium, teachers have lost inEerest and are hesitant to commit Ehem-
selves to research on women for fear of ostracization by their colleagues,
rho are reluctant to acknowledge the genuine status of feminist studies.-16-
BELGIUM
There are no r:niversity courses in women's studies, but sonn courses are
eentred arornd worEn or have a "feminist" outlook. The dynanisrn ard
extent of the courses largely depend on the personality and rnotivation of
r{orrEn teachers, since initiatives of this kind are rarely taken by male
mernbers of staff.
TEACHING
- IiNI\IB,SITE LIBRE DE BRIDGH,ES (BRUSSHS FREE IINIVERSITY)
Facult6 de Droit (Faculty of Law)
50 Avenue Frariklin Roosevelt
1050 Brussels
- Institut d'Etudes Euro$ennes (Instittrte of European Studies)
'  Institut des Sciences du Travail (Institute of Llork Science)
Eliane Vogel-Polskl, a sociologist and jr.rrist, gives weekly classes on
comparative  law with special ernphasis on equal pay in EC !,lernber States.
The course involves 45 hours' classes a year and is a cornpulsory part of
special degrees in labour lavr and European studies respectively.
She also supervises master degrees and theses on women's issues,
especially labour legislation (positive discrimination).
Eliane Vogel-Polslcy has established a library specializing in these .
subjects at the Centre d'Etudes Sociologiqr.rcs de Droit Social Ccnpar6
(Centre for Sociological Studies in Conparative Social l,aror), part of ttre
Brussels Free University Institute of Sociology.
RESEARCH
- CH{TRE DE SOCIOIOGIE  DU DROIT SOCIAL (CM{IRE FOR ITIE SOCIOIOGY  OF
SOCIAL IAW)
Institut de Sociologie (Institute of Sociology)
44 Avenr:e Jeanne
1050 Bnrssels
Tlre Centre, vrtrose director is Eliane Vogel-Polsky,  was set up fifteen
years ago and is part of the Instinrte of Sociology.
Tr'I972 the Centre carried out a survey of r'lwpn's workirg conditions in
Belgirm and the six l&rnber States rfrrich then made up the EC.
In Novenrbex 1982 the Centre carried out another survey in the field of
euploynent,  on positive discrimination  progrtrmes to help $roren workers
enter the job market in l&urber States, the USA and Sr,ueden.
(3)--t7-
At present for  projects are r:nder way or in the process of ccrnpletion.
ltre first project looks at the repercussions of new technologies on the
anploynent of wqren in EC Menrber States, with particular reference to
vocational trainirg needs (June 1983). Ttre second assesses changes in
relationships  between hcrne and work, in the respective roles of nen and
wonpn in the hcrne and in behaviour at work. The third suggests a set of
practices and strategies that would improve wcren's image in the European
nedia (early 1984). The fourth is a positive discrimination progranne for
worrEn enployed in the Belgian pnrblic sector.
. I]NI\ERSITE LIBR.E DE BRI]reLlES (BRUSSEIS FREE T]NIVERSITY)
Facultd des Sciences Sociales, Poi-itiqr:es et Econcmiques
(Faculty of Social, PoliticaL and Econcrnic Sciences)
50 Avenue Franklin  D. Roosevelt
1050 Brussels
France Govaerts, a doctor of law, arts and hr.rnanities, teaches the
sociology of leisure at the Centre de Sociologie de la Ccmnnunication
(C.entre for the Sociology of Ccnnnrnication), and is the C.entre director.
She is also director of research at the Centre National de Sociologie  drr
Travail - Section Ioisir et CulArre Modernes (National Centre for the
Sociology of l,Iork - l,lodern l-eisure and Culture Department).
She has done copious research on woffpn's leisure activities and has
lectwed on this subject at the Uni'uersitd de l'Etat I  Mons (Mons State
University) in Belgir:m.
TEACHING AND  RESEARCH
- I]NIVERSITE DE LIEGE (LIEGE UNIVERSITY)
Facultd de Droit (Faculty of Lavs)
7 Boulevard du Rectorat
Sart Tilman
4000 Lilge
- Facult6 de Droit, d'Econcmrie et der Sciences Sociales (Faculty of Law,
Econmrics and Social Sciences)
Bernadette Bawin-TeFg", a sociologi.st, teaches sociolory of the fanily
with enrphasis on the distribution of: tasks and the rolei- of the sexes seen
frcrn a "feminist" vi-ewpoint.
she is also studying job-sharirg and the redrrction of hor:rs of work, a
research project- financed by th6 Minister for the Walloon area as part of
the work of the Service de Sociologi.e  l.dthodologique  (lGthodologicil
Sociology Department) and Service d'Econsrie Polidiqr:e (Politicil  Econmry
Departrrent).
Since 1983 research/action projects on helping women to return to the job
market have been carried out in conjunction with the torm of LiEge. CIle
rnethod has been to set up srnal1 prodrrction units.- 
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- VRIJE T]NIVER,SITEIT BRUSSEL  (BRUSSF'JS FREE TJNI\TER,SITY)
Faculteit Geneeslqrnde  en Far:macie (Faculty of lbdicine and Pharmacy)
Pleinlaan 2
1050 Bnrssels
- Centrum voor Permanente Vormirg (Adult Edrrcation Centre)
The Adult Education Centre at the Drtch-speaking Bnrssels Free University
offers courses and lecttrres on scientific and cultr.rral subjects to
poprrlarize "information on the evolution and progress of science".
Ttrey are of interest to a rrumhr of social groups: housewives,  r:nernployed
ren and worEo, students and the elderly.
In 1982 a series of five lectures were given oo rrvlrreo's living conditions,
entitled "Profiel van de Vrourtr" (Wcmen's Profile).
Contacts: C Bergen, Prof D L Bollaert
- KATTTOLIEKE TJNIVM.SITEIT LET]\EN (TflTVm.I CATTIOLIC 1]NI\MR.SITY)
Faculteit der Psychologie en Pedagogische lrletenschappen
(Faculty of Psychology and Educational Science)
Onderzoekscentrun  Vrorm en Opvoedirg
(t'lqnen and Edrrcation Research C.entre)
Vesaliusstraat 2
9000 Ghent
Contacts: AgnEs de l,fr:nter, Mariette llellemans, An Hermans and Lieve
Vanderneulebroecke
- CB{IRUM VmR DE SruDIE VAl.l DE HISIORISCI{E PEDACOGIE
(CMIIRE FOR fiIE STI]DY OF EDUCATIOML  HISTIRY)
Baertsoerikaai  3
9000 Gtrent
Contact: An Himpens
OUTSIDE  EDUCATIONAL  ESTABLISHMENTS
- T]NI\ERSITE DES FEMMES (VO.IHiI'S I]NIVRSITY)
1A Place Qu6relet
1030 Bnrssels
Fo:nded in 1979, in 1982 the lrlqnen's University took "Iror^,e,r" as its
central tlteme.
Chroniqug, a periodical published by the University, appears six tines a
year._ The first isstre catrp out in Deceurbex 1982. tn lildition to general
articles oo woirEnrs status in Belgirm and elsewhere, the periodical
provides information  on university activities, bibliographies, etc.--t9-
- RoSa (Rol & Saenleving: Role and Society)
Bondgenotenstxaat  62
1190 Bnrssels
RoSa is an information centre on the wqnen's moveuent in Belgir.un and
other countries, sex, ways of life, work and wcmen's ernployment  ard the
roles attributed to ren and wunen. The material is in several larguages.
PERIODICALS
- I,ES CAIIIRS DU GR.IF
29 Rue Blanche
1050 Bnrssels
- CTIAI{GEONS LES LI\IRES (IET'S CTIAI{GE  BOOKS)
29 Rue Blanche
1050 Brussels-20-
DENMARK
Since wdnen's studies are a very recent innovation in Derunark, curricula
are still  beirg drawn up and it  was not possible to obtain information
frqn all the universities.
Although wcmen's studies cotlrses are a nwelty, r:niversity ard institute
research has gror^n rapidly in recent years, particularly in the
hunanities.
TEACHING
AALBORG I]NI\M,SITET (AALBORG I]NI\ER,SITY)
Kvindeforskningsgruppen  ved Aalborg (Wqnen's Studies Centre)
Universitets  C.enter (University C,entre)
Fibigerstraede  11
Postboks 159
9100 Aalborg
Contact: Bente Nortoft
ARHUS I]NI\ERSITET  (ARHUS T]NI\MSITY)
Handbibliotek for Kvindeforsknirg (Wqnen's  Research Reference Library)
Bygniqg 325, LokaIe 432
8000 Erhus C
NATIONAL LIBRARY  OF EDUCATIONAL MAIERIAIS
Inxsd Parkalle 101
2100 Copenhagen  0
KOBEIIHAVT{S  IJNIVERSITET  (COPNHAGEN  I]NI\M.SITY)
C.enter for Kvindestudier  (Wonen's  Research and Studies Centre)
Iokale 7.3.I4
Njalsgade 84
2300 Coperihagen  S
Part of the Faculty of Arts, the c,entre opened on 1 septernber rg8z.
Courses are interdisciplinarl  md, for the present, restricted to female
teachers and students.
The follorrdng disciprines are represented:  Rqnance languages, English,
Danish, French, literature, psychology, history, film and rnrsic. 
---2r-
Teaching and research run paralle1 at the Centre. Every fortnigltt there
are lectures follorred by debate, with the ernphasis on problens related to
rilmn's research. Ttre r*ork of all trcn teachers folloHrs the pattern
laid dom by the llniversityz  507" teaching, 407. research ard 10%
a&ninistration.
The C.entre statutes are the sarp as for other institutes in the Faculty
ard its e:<anintions  are of the sae standard.
there are plans to start a diplcrna in wcrnen's studies.
Lectures given in 1983:
1) lJcrren and unrsic
2) Wmn's groups in the workplace
3) Woen and the history of life  (based on study of the books of l"liarie
Cardinal, Marilyn French and Fay I'leldon)
4) Feminist research rnethodological problems arising frcn the ttrenes of
nmen's pathology and its treatrrent
5) lrlcmen's status, ferninist movecrbnts and feminist research in the
Seventies
6) Feurinisrn and socialisor betreen the Wars
7) I,loren's rnodes of expression
Interdisciplinary courses recognized by several departments:
1) I'Icnen and hmour
2) I.tJrths in feurinist literatr,rre
3) Conflicts and potential of wcrnen's subjectivity
4) The status of Danish woupn farm'mrkers at the turn of the century
5) The i-urportance of fanily life in r,rcnen's psychology,  seen in the-
context of historical developnent:
Contacts: G Krydsirg-Berg and Lene Koch
ODn{SE I]NI\IRSITET (ODENSE I]NI\MSITY)
Arbejdsgnrppe for Kvindestudier ([,Iqren's Studies Workirg Party)
Canpusvej 55
5230 Odense M
Contact: Nina Lykke
ROSKILDE  T]NIVERSITET (ROSKILDE T]NI\IERSITY)
Postboks 260
4000 Roskilde
Contact: Boel Jdrgensen-22-
RESEARCH
Tlre most popular themes for early research in the social sciences rrere
wqlpn's work, part-tfur€ work and wqnen's position on the labour market,
r,fpreas present research tends to concentrate  on new technologies and
unemploynent.
Importance is also attached to wcnen's daily life,  tftrich is exanined frqn
the historical, sociological, econcrnic and psychological viewpoints.
l,Iqlen's role in Third !,lorld countries features proninently in the work of
the Developnent  Research Centre.
There have been two attempts to ccnrpile catalogues of wcrnen's research:
the first  (1979) contains 941 entries, gEruped by discipline; the second
was started in 1980 by Kvinfo and lists  350 wcrnen researchers. In
addition, in March 1983 the trilonen's Research Centre in Social Science
published a list  of wcrnen's research in social science.
CM{IRE FOR SA},IFUNDSVIDM{SKABELIG I(VINDEFORSKRGRI]PPEX{
(I\IO"IEI{'S RESEARCH  CENTRE IN SOCIAL SCIENCE)
c/o RUC
H C Andersens Boulevard 38
1553 Copg!*ragen
Opened in August 1980, the Centre operates as an independent institute
and a collective, receiving a subsidy from the Danish social science
Research Corncil.
It  undertakes  basic research, for lftrieh it  accepts ccnrnissions. Projects
are financed by research cqrmittees, ministers or other agencies. The
C,entre organizes lectures on social science research and edits
publications in English and Danish. It  publishes l,Ionen and the Labour
Market, as well as a rnonthly periodical in Danish.
Other publications:
an Llornen's Law (EI,JL), a series r,*nse first  issue dealt with
s law in Scandinavia;
Stlategies for Integrating irlcnpn into the Labour }4arket, the report of
Ihe C,entre's wcmen researchers  are:
Else Christensen, a psychologist working mainly on sex and alcoholisrn
anong wonlen.
Kirsten Hvidtfeld, a psychologist working on wcnpn's training
programnes.
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l"tyra Lewinter, an anthropologist and psychologist workjng on social
policy in Dennark, r:runrried mothers and wmen and developent. Not a
mnber of the l,lqren's Research C€ntre in Social Sci.ence.
l,ledte l'ldnsted, a sociologist workirg oo wfiFn and develoFpnt in Kenya
ard on fmily aid in sma1l enterp:ises.
Ruth Nilsen, a barrister ergaged in cornparative  studies of wcrren's
legal stahJs.
Kirsten Jdrgensen,  an anthropologist  researchirg wqlpn's involveuent
in development, particularly in Africa. Also a freelarrce researcher
on rilater supply.
Other centres and institutes finance lrcf,ren's research projects by r.lcmen
rniversity teachers and researchers. the follovring deserve special
rention:
CH{IRE  FOR. DEVEI,OP},IEI\N  RESEARCIT
I{y Kongensgade 9
1472 Copentragen K
Kvirdegruppe
C.ontact : Kirsten hlestergaard
IffINFO
Center for TVaerfaglig Irrformation cm Kvindeforsknirg
(Centre for Interdisciplinary Info::nation on t{oen's Research)
Laederstraede  15.2. sal
1202 Copentragen K
Contacts: Jette Brastntrp and lfyrure lbch
fiIE INSTIruTE FOR SOCIAL STI]DIES
at Roskilde [Iniversity
ITIE INSTIruTE FOR. SOCIAL  DEVH,OPT"IENI AIID PIAIINIIG
ITTE INSTINIIE FCR. PRODUCTION
at Aalborg liniversity
IIIE INSTITUTE OF ECONC}flC HISTTRY
at Copenhagen University
IlIE INSTIruTE FCR. SIAVIC SruDIES
1IIE INSTInnE FOR I{ORDIC PHIL0LffiY
at Odense Ilniversity-24-
CONNECTED WITH  UNIVERSITIES
LIGESTILLITGSIJDVAIGET
Kdbentrarrns Liniversitet  (Copentragen  Llniversity)
Fnrc Plads
1168 Copentragen
Of interest is the existence of an eqtrality ccnmittee within Copenhagen
University to protect the riglrts of its wcnen teachers.
OUTSIDE  EDUCATIONAL  ESTABLISHMENTS
IWIIIDB4USELI,IFORH.IItIGEN
(Kvindehistorisk)
Fredenssade 36
8000 Erfius C
This is a rew research centre, and also a living nuseun representing
Danish wcnen's activities in all fields.  It  is unique in Er:rope,
althouglr there are plans for a similar venture in Bonn, Germany.
The l,luseun collects everything  corTnected with vlqren - old photographs of
vronpn at work, for exanple - and attempts toportray the lives of Danish
wcnpn past and present.
DAI{SK 1(r/ INDESA}'IFUND
N llerrningsergade 10, 3
1153 Copenhagen  K
The Kvindesanfirnd is similar to the Open University in Britain and its
courses (hdjskole: upper level courses) are an important part of Danish
social life.  Open to tloirEill they generally adopt a ferninist point of
view and are based on a real orcharge of ideas betrreen those involved.
DAI{ISH INSTINnE OF SOCIAL RESEARCII
Borgersgade  28
1300 Copentragen K
DAT{ISH ADI]LT EDUCATION CS,II.fITIEE
Ny Kongensgade 4
1472 C,operihagen  K
KVI}IDERNES  BOGKLITB
Sdlvgade  87
1307 Copenhagen  K
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PERIODICALS
rcil]M FOR. I$INDEFORSKNIIG (FEMINIST  RESEARCII FORI]M)
Bygnirg 325
Lol<ale 432
8000 Erhus C
A qtrarterly publication plus special issr:es.-26-
FRANCE
In the world of feninist research in France, 1982 was a year of intensive
activity  centred on rno main priorities:
a review, inventory and consideration,of  feminist research;
institutional  recognition for feminist research.
The nain factor  leading to  this  rrawakening" wes the frustration  felt  by
many rromen research workers during the national  colloquium  on scientific
research on 13 January L982, where rrwoments researchrr was treaEed as no
more than a sub-heading of  the general theme, the|tsocial  and cultural
dimension of  researchtr.
This gave rise  to a decision to  arrange a colloquiun in  Toulouse on 17-19
December 1982 on the theme ofrrwomen, feminism and research". The event
outstripped the organizers I most optimistic  expectations, since it  was
attended by almost 800 women research workers and Leachers, inside  and
outside universities,  and sparked off  three days of  high 1evel discussions
and exchanges of  views.
Although the earliest  university  work on lromen had started up after  the
second world war, ir  was not until  the 1970s that  feninists  really  sEarEed
to question disciplines  and the body of  learning.
The development  of  feninist  studies and research cannot be treated
separately from the development  of  the nomenrs liberation  movement.  As
in  other countries,  feminist  research in  France nas characterized by its
nultidisciplinary  approach and the attempt to  break down the barriers
between disciplines,  creating a real  challenge to  esEablished  bodies such
as the Centre National de la  Recherche Scientifique  (CnnS -  the national
scientific  research centre).
It  also called male assunptions into  question and sparked off  thought as
to  the creation of  new conceptual and methodological  tools.
In recent years there has been investigation into fields virtually
unexplored  by feninist research, such as law, economics, philosophy,  the
exact sciences and life  sciences,
Although feninist  research and research on women has been overshadowed  all
too long,  it  is  now in  a fairly  healthy state  -  as testified  by the impres-
sive range and quality  of  the papers given at  the Toulouse colloquium.
The same cannot be said of  teaching. No university  provides a true pro-
gramme of  studies on lromen. The scattered handful of  courses, most of  them
at  postgraduaEe leve1, are there because of  the tenacity  of  individual
women teachers or  the existence of  inrerdisciplinary  research centres
attached to  the universit.y which impart momentum  Eo thinking  on women's
problems and their  identity.-27-
It  shouLd be pointed out, however, that university circles are fairly
unanimous in their rejection of the pattern of I'womenrs studiesrtadopted
in English-speaking  countries, preferring more flexible  arrangements that
are a more integral part of traditional courses.
Finally, rdomen researchers and teachers (most are both at the same time)
are in favour of setting up a national network for the popularization of
research and information which, without being centralized, would help to
establish a genuine 'rinventory", promote fruitful  exchange and create a
bridge between institutional  research agencies and the womenrs movement,
with all  its  demands and its  desire for conbining'rresearch with action".
UNIVERSITE  D 
I AIX-EN_PROVENCE
Centre dretudes f6ninines de ltUniversite de Provence (CnfUp)
(University of Provence woment s studies centre)
29, avenue Robert Schuman
L3621 Aix-en-Provence
CEFUP has been in existence since L972. Its  ain is  to promote research  ancl
coordinate the teaching of social sciences in all  sectors relating to
rromen and their status.
TEACHING
As part of the Dipl6ure Universitaire  drEtudes G6n6rales  (DEUG -
university  degree in general studies) one course credit for this
subject can be obtained by any student of social sciences.
l*  hours a week for registered sociology students.
1982-83 course: wonen and
RESEARCH
A nultidisciplinary  team of  about 20 is  engaged in  theoretical  dis-
cussions based on individual  research by team members in  the univer-
sity  or other research centres and on collective  work -  including
publication  of  the Bulletin  drlnformation des Etudes F6minines,  an
informaEion  bulletin  on womenrs research Ehat, since November 1978,
has provided substantial  analysis and information on feminist  research.
in  France (4 issues a year).
A joint  research agreement has been reached by CEFUP with  the
University of Quebec, Montreal.
TRAINING
CEFUP offers  training  courses to women outside the university  (of  a
type designed to help theru return  to  employrnent).
1982-83 course: \romen and change.
The grants for  the course have not been renewed for  two years and
CEFUP has had to cut  down on this  outside training.
Some of  the leading members of  CEFUP are:
Daniel Armogathe, tutor  at  the University  of  Provence
R6gine Goutalier,  professor of  contemporary history
Monique Grandjonc, director  of  BIEF
Marie-Claude Hurtig,  research director  (in  psychology) at  CNRS
Marine Isnard, research in  philosophy
Christine Souriau, research director  (in  Maghreb societies)  at  CNRS-28-
UNIVERSITE  DE LYON II
Unit6 dtEnseignement  et  Recherches de Psychologie et  Sciences Sociales
(teaching and research unit  for  psychology  and social  sciences)
Centre Lyonnais d'Etudes F6ministes (CLEF)
(Lyons centre for  feminist  research)
Avenue de ItUniversite
59500 Bron
CLEF does not offer  courses relating  to women but is  a centre for  women
university  teachers and research workers.
Set up in  1975, it  has established  ties  with  the womenrs liberation
movement  and a feninist  library  for  the purpose of holding debates.
It  has a small- information centre (wittr books, periodicals,  studentsr
papers and a card index of  current research). A11 the staff  work  on a
voluntary basis. At present two research groups are working there,  on
the history  of  the womenrs  movement in  Lyons since 1958
feminist  studies -  women and research: what should the
structure  of  these Projects be?
Researchers at  the centre:
Huguette Bouchardeau,  Annick Houe1, Claire  Auzias,
Brigitte  Lhomond and Danielle Authier.
UNIVERSITE DE NANTES
Facu116 de Droit-sciences Politiques  (Faculty of  l,aw/polirical  Science)
Centre de Recherches Politiques-fenmes  (CRP)
(centre for  woments political  research)
44036 Nantes Cedex
CRP was set up i.n 1972 by a group of  teachers, researchers,  lawyers and
historiant  t..tting  to  compare their  social  practices,  teaching and
research. It  is  one of  the five  research laboratories  in  the Nantes
Faculty of  Law and Political  Science, by which it  is  subsidized.
It  is  a focus for  feminist  documentation and conducts feminist  research
under the leadership of  Michdle Bordeaux, who teaches law.
Subjects:
relations  between the institution  of  the "family"  and political
institutions  (three year programme) ;
ltomen and the 1aw.
Feminist teaching is  offered at  Nantes University  by women associated with
or  close to  the Centre:
in  sociology  Martine Chaudron sociology of  the family
social  determinants of  culinary  practices
Anne Guillon  lilomen farmers
in  1aw and  Mich}le Bordeaux the law on lfomen and the fanily  in
political  history  (degree course)
science  women and the social  movement (diploma
of  advanced studies '  Postgraduate  course)
in English  Paule Dubet-  women in English literature
Perrigault  the education of  girls  in  England
in  Spanish  Pilar  Mart.inez  women and Francoism,  women in  Latin
American civilizations  (nnuC)-29-
Many research reports are published by CRP.
Of special interest:
research on mixed .arriages by Barbara Augustin, on the staff of the
Institut  U.niversitaire de Technologie (fUt - University Institute  of Technology), Nantes.
PARIS -  UNIVERSITE  PARIS VII
Groupe dr6tudes fdninines (GEf) (!{omenrs studies group)
Couloir 33-44
2, place Jussieu
75005 Paris
An interdiscipl-inary team of wonen teachers from Paris VII University
together with researchers and students,  GEF was set up in 1975 and is
engaged on theoretical and research work on various subjects, such as:
Ifomen t s work
sexuality
motherhood
vro lence
language and women
feminism and Ehe epistemological breakdown
the hisEory of women and ferninisn
In liaison with researchers  from the Centre de Recherche Historique  de
LrEcole Pratique des Hautes Etudes (Practical College of Advanced Studies,
Historical Research Centre), Gnp produces a journal entitled trp6n6lopert
to publicize research on women (+ issues a year).
The members of GEF include:
Michelle Perrot  (history)
Frangoise Basch  (English)
Frangoise picq  (sociology)
TEACHING
Members of the teaching staff at Paris VII were setting up a prograrme
of courses for the 1983-84 acadenric year (booklet available from
Septenber  ) .
Frangoise Basch DEA postgraduate seminar on women and sexuality
Frangoise Ducroq feninisn and politics
Marcelle Marini  DEA postgraduate seminar: an analysis of literary  texts
degree course in psychoanalysis and ideology
Michelle Perrot  DEA postgraduate seminar on public and private Life
in the l9th century
degree course on social enquiries
UNIVERSITE  DE PARIS VIII  (fornerly Vi.ncennes)
2, rue de la Libert6
93526 Saint-Denis  Cedex 02
The Centre de Recherches et dfEtudes F6minines (Cnff -  centre for
research and studies on women) organizes a postgraduate (DEA) seminar Led.
by lt6lEne cixous. rt  discusses the relationship between writing and
nomen as well as working on symbolic language (it  is attached to the
Department of English literature).-30-
Other subjects taught in  Paris VII  as part  of  the trstudies on women'r are:
Aline Dallier-Popper introduction  to a history  of  womenrs art
Frangoise Duroux  philosophy
sociology: narcissism (poslgraduate  seminar)
Josette Trat  feminism and workers I movements
B6atrice Slama  French literature,  woments romence, rtomenrs novels
Marrine Spensky  (English,.sociology):  Victorian  philenthropy  up to
our olf,n times and its  effects  on woments lives
Frangoise du Sorbier (English literature):  the girl  in  the I  th  century
novel
Fr.  Defromont  (English literature):  the hermaphrodite
Claudine Hermann  (English literature):  law and justice
Jacki Gelis  (hisrory):  childbirth  in  the 18th and lgth  centuries
Judith Stora  (English):  women in  the easr'  women in  the west
ECOLE DES HAUTES ETI]DES COMMERCIALES  (HEC)
Centre dtenseignement supdrieur des affaires
(advanced business studies centre)
1, rue de la  Lib6ration
78350 Jouy-en-Josas
Jacqueline  Hupper-Laufer,  sociologisf,  gives a course on the sociology of
womenrs work. In May 1982, Flanrmarion published her work on women
executives entitled  La feninit6  neutralis6e
UNIVERSITE  DE TOULOUSE
Groupe de recherche interdisciplinaire dr6tudes des fermnes (Cnfnf)
(women's studies interdisciplinary  research group)
109 bis,  rue Vauquelin
3f058 Toulouse Cedex
TEACHING
Itistory  and geography UER (unite  dt enseignement et  de recherche -
teaching and research unit).
A course in  wOmenrs status,  carrying one credit  towards a degree, set
up in  1977. Also open to non-students.
Taught by:
Rolande Tremp6  professor of history
I"larie-France  Brive  history  tutor
Claudine Leduc  historY  lecturer
Laure Ortiz  UER lecturer  in  geography
subject in  1981-82: "the body, the individualrs  first  space".
History uER: credit  course in  oral  history,  taught (since 1980) by
Agnds Fine (urenber of  GRIEF) and Jacqueline  Thomas'
Subject:  marriage and the dowrY-  3l -
A series of dissertations for graduate, DEA and postgraduate degrees is
supervised by Rolande Tremp6.
Social sciences:
a DEUG course carrying one credit in womenrs nork, taught by Monique
tlaicault ( lecturer) :
the theory of womenrs work in production and reproduction,
and an introduction to practice, based on surveys.
A course on relationships between the sexes, part of the sociology
degree, has been taught by Monique llaicault since 1977. It  continues
at postgraduate and DEA level.
A training/practical workshop on audiovisual techniques nas arranged
in 1978 by Monique Haiceult and Marie-Thdrbse Martinelli,  at which
8 m and video filns  on women were made, including films on home-
working and domestic work.
A filn  is  now being nade on nomenrs space and time.
RESEARCH
GRIEF, founded in 1978, is a team of ten women teachers from various
departments in the University of Toulouse-le-Mirail  - history,
sociology, economics and philosophy.
Since 1980 it  has published a research journal, Les annales du GRIEF.
Recent issues on university work include Series A, Vol. 27, llarch
1984, on rrwomen and deathrr.
In 1982-83, GRIEF arranged lectures and debates open to the university
students, teachers and staff.  It  also worked on a plan for an advanced
studies diplona (DEA).
It  was GRIEF that made the practical arrangements for the December
1982 colloquium on research, also acting as the secretariat.
The rrAssociation Fenmes, f6minisme et recherche'r (affnn -  women,
ferninism and research association) was set up to organize the Toulouse
Golloquium. As provided by its  articles of association, it  then gave
way for regional associations.
Four regions have set up facilities  to promote exchanges among nomen
l'ese:a-rchers,  the dissemination  of infornation and the creation or
development of feminist studies in universities.-32-
These regional associations  ere:
Association pour les 6tudes fdministes (APEF)
(association for feminist studies)
2, nte dfAgnou
78850 Maule
APEF defines itself  as a rrpressure group working for fulL
recognit,ion of feninist studies and researchrr.
It  does not carry out research itself  but encourages others to pool
and circulate individual and joint  reports with a view to rrcounteracting  the effects of rivalry  and competition which
relationships with institutions necessarily introduce among women
researchersrr.
Association r6gionale  PACA rrFemmes et recherchesI
(regional ttrromen and researchrt association)
1, rue MigneE
13I00 Aix-en-Provence
The association  has set up working groups and plans to open an
information centre/neeting place. In Nice, a monthly open seminar
is held on the theme of rrknowLedge and identitytr. In Aix-en-
Provence,  research teams are being formed in the region, their
focus being centres of interest such as: sexuality and the family;
women and psychoanal.ysis; education and training; the problems of
differences between the sexes; a feninist critique of science;
women, video and image; women, time and money around the
Mediterranean today.
Centre interr6gionale Fenmes, f6minisme, recherche
(interregional centre for women, feminism and research)
Universit6 Frangois Rabelais
3, rue des Tanneurs
37000 Tours
There are plans to set up a womenrs open university in Tours and to
organize a scries of debates and lectures.
Coord inat ion-6change  s -recher  che s - f enrmes ( CE RBf )
(women' s coordination-exchange-research)
Universitd de Toulouse
109 bis, rue Vauquelin
31058 Toulouse
CEREF, created in l4ay 1983, promotes the activities  of the Groupe
de Recherche Interdisciplinaire drEtudes des Femmes (GRIEF), for
example by arranging lectures on the theme of rrwomen, marriege and
parenthoodrr. It  is also trying to set up infornation centres in the
region.
(s)*33-
UNIVERSITE  DE TOURS
Institut  drdtudes germaniques (Institute  of Germanic studies)
Universit6 des lettres-Frangois  Rabelais
3, rue des Tanneurs
37000 Tours
A research group has formed around Rita Thalmann, who is on the teaching
staff of the Institute  d'6tudes germanigues. The group is working on
transnationality and interdisciplinarity.  Although it  has been in exist-
ence for the past two years, its  future is at risk  for  lack of funds.
CENTRE  NATIONAL DE I,A RECHERCHE  SCIENTIFIqUE (CNRS)
(National Scientific Research Centr:e)
54, boulevard Raspail
75006 Paris
In 1983, CNRS in Paris called for tenders for research on lromen, the
procedure being organized by the Department of Human Sciences and Society.
The first  progranne, covered by a contract with the Ministry for llomenrs
Rights, hras entitled rrAct.ion Thdmatique Programmde (nfp): Recherches  sur
les Femmes et Recherches F6ministesr' (programmed thenatic action (efp):
research on women and feminist research). This programmed action set the
official  seal -  for the first  time in France -  on research on subjects
such as the history of women and on {:eminism, the social representation  of
women and images of women.
There were I40 tenders for research in response to the call  in  1983, 36 of
which were selected by the ATP scientific  committee. Most projects were
for a period of two years and the grants awarded were far  lower then had
been requested, since it  had been decided to finance a more extensive
range of projects. A11 140 proposals were scrutinized three times, both in
committee and by a general meeting whren ir  came to their final  approval.
The CNRS is meeting to decide on anot.her invitation to tender, to be
launched late in 1984; it  is not yet known whether the guidelines and the:
size of the grants wilL be the same as before.
Of interest are two pieces of research by Janine Mossuz-Lavau  and Mariette
sineau, boEh of whom are research workers at the CNRS and the centre
drEtudes de la vie politique frangaise contemporaine (Centre of studies on
tr'rench contemporary  political  life):  one is a survey on nomen and politic.s
in France (Paris, Presse Universitaire de France, 1983, 280 pp.), the
other a chapter in a book on women, the Politics of Second Electorate
(London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 198I), referring to most of the leading
countries in Europe (including France) as well as Japan, the ussR, the
United States and Australia.-34-
Outside the institutional  framework
AGENCE FEMMES  INFORMATION
21, rue des Je0neurs
75002 Paris
This information centre does research work to commission and keeps
documentary material on feminist research.
Several accounts of such research have been published in AFIrs information
bul 1et in.
Director: Claire Poinsignon
BIBLIOTHEQUE FEMINISTE MARGUERITE  DURAND
21, rue du Panthdon
75005 Paris
CENTRE  AUDIOVISUEL  SIUONE DE BEAUVOIR
32, rue Maurice-Ripoche
750L4 Paris
To pubLi.cize the wealth and diversity of womenrs creativity and provide
women with practical working facilities  on a par with those available to
social workers, community leaders, students, reseerchers and journalists,
in 1982 an audiovisual  production and archive centre was opened, for the
first  time in France, by women (the founders were Carole Roussopoulos,
Delphine Seyrig and Iona Weider). The centre offers the general public an
opportunity to consult, free of charge, files  on all  audiovisuals relating
to women as well as its  own archives on the premises. It  also acts as co-
producer for audivisuals on the contemporary history of women.
CENTRE DE RECI{ERCIIES,  DE REFLEXIONS  ET D'IMORMATION  FEMINISTES (CRIF)
(Centre for feminist research, thinking and information)
1, rue des Foss6s Sainr-Jacques
75005 Paris
Launched in September 1982 and subsid,ized, by the Ministry for Women's
Rights, the centre hopes to serve as an infornation and popularization
network for women researchers (on university research, articles and books
produced inside and outside France, published and unpublished).
It  produces a quarterly liaison bu1letin.
Director: Frangoise Pasquier-35-
LE CLUB DIEI]I'DES FLORA TRISTAN
22, avenue de Saint-Mandd
75012 Paris
Founded in  1982 to  rrstudy and publicize  the foundations and perspectives
of  feninism and its  relationship  with  the class struggle",  Ehe Club has a
membership of  women unionists  (ltadeleine Vignes), researchers  and
journalists  (Chantal Rogerat).
Collective  study group meetings have been arranged on such subjects  as
part-time working, feminism and job desegregation, domination relation-
ships in  the Baruya society (wittr anthropologist Maurice Godelier),  and
nomen and politics  (with  Jeanine Mossuz-Lavau).
LE GROUPE INTERDISCIPLINAIRE FEMINISTE (CTT;
Ilaison des Sciences de lrHomme
54, boulevard Raspail
75006 Paris
GIF (the ferninist interdisciplinary  group) has been in  existence for  three:
years. It  is  concerned with  the feminist  critique  of  the scientific
condition.  The disciplines  best represented within  the group are psycho-
linguistics,  biology and anthropology, although mathematics and philosophy
are also represented.
Its  members include Nicole Echard, Michdle Khail,  Jocelyne Peyre and
Christiane Frougny.
INSTITUT DE RECHERCHE  D'ENSEIGMMENT  ET DE FOR}.IATION  EN SCIENCES  DES
FEMI.{E S
(Institute  for  research, teaehing and training  in  woments sciences)
6, rue de M6zibres
75006 Paris
Set up by the former womenrs liberation  movement.
SEMINAIRE LIMITE-FRONTIERES
c/o H61ene  Rouch
8,  rue Frangois Copp6e
750I5 Paris
The "frontier  liurit  seminar" is  a forum for  investigating  the relation-
ships between women and theory. The seminars take place every two months
at  the old Ecole Polytechnique.
Since 1983, these seminars have been in  the form of  a "think-tankrr with  a
smaller audience for  more searching exploration of  the chosen themes. They
are run by the La Iaverie Association, which engages in  debate on the
relationships  between women and art  (Monique Veaut6).
The members of Limite-FrontiEres inc.Lude H61dne Rouche and Jeanne
Peiffer.-36-
LA MILI,ENAIRE
c/o Anne Biquard
Langage et  Soci6t6
Maison des Sciences de lrHomme
54, boulevard Raspail
75006 Paris
This group intends to  set up a studies cenEre to  serve as a forum of
debate for  all  women.
It  is  to  investigate  the relationships  between teacher and the taughE
and, over a period of  tine,  set up a museum of  womenrs art  and knowledge.
The subjct of  debate for  its  first  year is  to be women and the law.
Anne-Marie de Vailaine,  journalist  and writer,  is  one of  the instigators.
UNIVERSITE DES FEMMES  (Wouren's University)
c/o Jeanne Peiffer
21, rue Hermel
75018 Paris
URES "Division  sociale et  sexuelle du travail'r
(the social  and sexual division  of  labour)
Centre d'Etudes sociologiques
82, rue Cardinet
750L7 Paris
PERIODICALS
NOUVETLES  QUESTIONS FEMINISTES
Maison des Femmes
8,  Cit6 Prost
75011 Paris
LA P.EVUE  D 
I EN FACE
1, rue Foss6-Saint-Jacques
75005 Paris-.37-
GERMANY
l,ltren's studies have been a very recent developnent in Ge::uran r-uriversities.
The first courses incorporating a "ferninist vier,rpointh began in 1980-81
at Berlin Free University, vrtrere there was a clear denand for ferninist
studies.
the llniversity is unusual in many ways: its open stnrcture and size lend
ttrernselves to innovation, r^trich is not tn:e of the upre traditional
universities.
there nevertheless  appears to be a certain open-nindedness in universities
in cities and large to\,rrns, ffid courses have been oxganLz.ed hercand there,
t*rich has mainly npant the creation of interdisciplinary  research centres.
For exanple, wwen researchers at Brenen tlniversity rrere given a grant to
drarq up an inventory of wmren's studies and researctr in Gr:nany f6x a
conference held at the University in early Noveurber 1983, v*rich led to the
establistnent of an institute of rrrunen's studies.at Bremen University.
Scme headway has-been made, then, but it  has not been easy. Teachirg  and
research uray suffer because of present econmric difficulties. Ihe most
recently created posts are the prine targets for spending cuts. Frankfrrrt
I]nlvergity's  request for a new luqren's shrdies post was tr:rned dorrn by the
federal education ministry (Ilesse) for econqnic-reasons.
Altho€h over a third of C'erman students are feurale, only 57" of university
teachers are rdonpn. Iheir lotr nr-rnber is vltry sonp $olrpn's courses are not
continr:ed frmt one year to the next and v*ry it  is difficult to have such
courses listed.
Within the Social Work Department_of the F\rlda Upper School of Specialized
vocational Educatign, the chair of the "theory and practice of dmen's
advanceuent"  is held by sociologist rlond ostirer. iarge rnrrbers of
students ask to attend the lectures given by Ostner, *fio is callirg for a
special chair of vcnen's issr:es in every r:niversity. She sees res6arch on
woiren as synonymous with critical social research.
Finally, the Berlin Free l]niversity has held a slmrposir-un on the
rethodology of research on worrpn (30 Norrcurber - z Decernber  1983).
Thgt university was the first, back j.n 1976, to arrange a surrrEr
university fpr wonpn. Since then other universities srrch as Hanibr:rg,
Dortuund  and Brernen have folLorred suit, and these activities have U56crre
a regular feattrre.-38_
TEACHING
- FREIE I]NIVERSITAT BRLIN (BERLIN  FREE I]NI\MSITY)
Zentraleinrichtr:ng zur Fbrderung von Frarpnstudien  und Fratrenfdrschtrrg
ZEZ, Postdaer str. 58/II
1000 Berlin 30
The Institute for the Advancernent of V{cmen's Research and Studies
coordinates  the courses offered by departments of the Berlin Free
University. Since 1980 the University has been ccnrnitted to supporting
wcfipn's research and studies.
Drring the 1982 sumpr term there were 11 wanen professors and course
leaders, and 48 wonen lecturers on fixed-term contracts.
In srsnner 1983 43 woupn course leaders rernained, with 31 in the 1983-84
winter term. Because of these cutbacks in posts sonrc courses may not
continue next term.
Coursesfor 1982-83 (two hours a rreek or fortnight)
- Soclology of pregnancy and termination of pregnancy;  G\.rdrun Keiner
(Institut frir Soziale Medizin)
- Group work in social education; Elisabeth de Sotelo
- Tlre professional role of wcnen in continuing  edrrcation; Christa Seifert
- The socialization of r{orrerr and influences on their professional condrrct;
Rita Bauer
- Continuing training strategies and neasures to cqnbat fenrale
unernploynent (in association with the Volkshochschule Hiergarten, viltere
adult edtrcation classes are held); Louise Kdnigin
- Body ctrlture and femininity; C'ertrud Pfister
- VJorkirg wonpn in Berlin durirg the Fmpire; Ilerrad Busserner (History
Departnrent)
- trIcnen in World lrlar One; Doris Kaufmann (Historical Sciences)
- Forms of fanily and wsnen's work in nineteenth-century Germany
- Population policy, se:nral reform and the \nromen's moveupnt before 1933;
Annelise Bergmann
- Problems of r^lunen in the C'erman Federal Reptrblic; Petra Schtirholt-39-
- Politics ard rmrnn in the Cierman Federal Republic in the conte)€ of job
prospects; Ruth Kthmerle
- !,lmn vrritirg during the previors Reptrblic; Gerhard Bauer (trrc seminars)
- Sttdy of tm nlnAteenth-centrrry writersi @orge Eliot ard George Sard;
Barbara Naumann
- Irlmn in the popular poetry of the Middle Ages; Gerard ller:urann-Arendt
- Introdrrction to ancient Nordic literature, with the central thm of the
portrayal of rroren (obligatory course for Scandinavian Studies
shrdents) ; Anna lleinrichs
- I'lmn in Finnish literature: short stories and poerns in popular poetry
to the present day; Eva Brrclrtrolz
- l'loen and Catholicisur in ltaly; Claudia Bernardoni ard Uta Drews
- Wmn and biolory; Cornelia Teller (Institut f0r Pflanzenphysiologie -
Institute of Plant Physiolory)
- lrlcnen's statlrs in the early days of botrrgeois society: contributions to
social history; Patrline Sctrreider
- Introdrrctory course: the social history of vrwen's livirg conditions;
El isabeth I'byer-Renschhatrsen
- Early relationships  betrreen nother ard child; Hanne Beitel
- The mother-child dyad: social aspects of role ccnprehension; Monika
Deutsch and Elisabeth Nlerfiller
- I,Imn and politics: forms of rsren's resistance and their interpretation
by ren during the l^treimar Republic; Eleonore l,liiclirg, Gisela Scrrer and
Marie-Louise Starrerj ohann
- the study of vunen and analysis of sanitation; Ulrike Schildmann
- the future of femininity; Idarlis Frarike
- Everyday life in the wcnen's movetrEnt in the T\enties; Elisabettr
lGyer-Rensctihausen
- W@n's bad blood: Ilenstnntion in superstition and modern science;
El isabeth l"byer -Renscl*ratrsen-40-
- Ihe role of IffiIpRrs work in the developnrent process; Marianne Brarg
- lrloen and psychiatry; Elisabeth  Grgel
- Ttrerapy for vmen and bodily €Ndareness;  Cornilia Stroh and Elisabeth
tuge1
- Louise Bogan (1897-1970) and lturiel Rukeyser (1913-1980); Mary Grunurald
- Canparative study of the portrayal of girls and wmen in secondary
school te:rtbooks in Erglish; Ingrid Sobeck
- Iove and uork: changes in TWkish r,rcren's relationships with their
tusbands and children durirg the migration process; Corn€lia l,lansfeld
- The e&rcation of girls and teaching of mattrernatics; Sybille Zr-urpe
- The portrayal of girls and rmen in literature for children and yolng
people in the eigfuteenth and nineteenth cenRrries; Jutta Grtltzmacher
and Tobias Riilcker
- Alma rulter or stepmother? l,Icnen's access to science. Changes to
science brorght abotrt by wmren; Ulla Bock, Elisabeth Bdlrrer, Petra
Htirig and Johanna Kootz
- Sexrral division of space (rnunicipal open spaces); Maja Binder
- Population policy; Annelise Bergrrann (Political Sciences)
- Policy tor,sards \ffirnn in the C,er:nan Federal Republic (Political
Sciences)
- trrlqnan and biology; Cornelia Teller (Biolory)
- Tlre role of wcrren's lork: developnent sociology; l4arianne Brarg
- Woen's r^prk in Latin Aurerica; Renate Rott (Latinaerika Institut)
- Ihe contrast betreen tosn and provincial life in terms of the
developnrent of woren's living conditions:  e:ranples frcm the Andes, Rio
de la Plata and the Caribbean; Ilclgera Klenp, Ineka Phaf and Teresa
Valiente (Latinaerika Institut)
(6)-4t-
- I]NIVER,SITAT KONSTAI{Z (CONSTAI{CE  I]NIVB.SIW)
UniversitHtsstrasse  10
Postfach 7733
7750 Constance 1
- Sociology: wqlpn's role in r:niversities
- Linguistics: feminist science and language; Senta Triinel-PliJtz
- History: Greek and Rsnan v',orlEn
There is a pressure grotlp at Constance University with the aim of
pranroting wcfipn's studies - "Uni-Frauengruppe Konstanz". It  publishes
a quarterly feminist research magazine.
TLrere are also w6nen's studies seminars in most C'erman universities.
Further information  can be obtained frcm the following:
- Dr Ilse Bretrner: Falcult:it frir Pbdagogik der Universit6t gielefeld
(Bielefeld University Faculty of Education)
UniversitHtsstrasse  25
4800 Bielefeld  1
- Asha Craerner, !1A: Gesellschaft ftir I'{athernatik und Datenverarbeitr:ng
Schloss Birlinghoven
5205 St Augustin t-
- Dr Theresia Sauter-Bailliet: lnstitut f0r Anglistik
RWTI{ Aachen
Tenplergraben  55
5100 Aachen
- Dr Therese Sunger: Germanistisches  Seminar
Abt. Didaktik der Deutschen Sprache r:nd Literattrr
UniversitHt Dtisseldorf
C,eb?iude Neuss
Hunboldtstrasse  2
4040 Neuss
RESEARCH
- UNI\ERSITAT  BIEIEFELD (BIELEFELD I]NI\ER,SITY)
Interdiszipl inHre Forschungsgruppe Frauenforschr:ng : IFF
( Interdisciplinary Research Group on !,Ionen)
Postfach 8640
D - 48 Bielefeld  1
Since 1975 there have been seminars on wcmen and other activities in the
Faculty of Edrrcation and Faculty of Sociology, r,rhich have given
researchers an opportr:nity to share their o<periences and thougfits. In
1980 they decided to set up an interdisciplinary research centre.It  was not r:ntil 1982 that they received approval and four years'
financial aid frmr the r:niversity. T\rc posts $rere created, one for a
wonum researcher  and one for a secretary.
Ihere are plans to hold one-day conferences,  serninars and symposia.
The 1ibrary is open to the public.
T\uo research projects have been ccnrpleted:
- lriqrcn in institutionalist research  and
- Unernployed  wcrnen gradtrates.
The other research projects dr:e for ccnrpletion in the next three years
are:
- The senral division of labour and wqnen's working lives;
- l,lqren's cultr:re; and
- trlqren and the Third trlorld.
- I]NI\ER,SITIfI  }IAMBT]RG (}IAMBI]RG T]NI\ER,SITY)
Frauenstudien  und Frauenftirsctnrg
Edrnmd-Sierners Allee 1
2000 Hanhrre
A study and research project on r,snen began in July 1982, involvirg three
edrrcational establistunents : Hanrburg University, the Factihochschule
(specialized teacher training college) and the Hochschule  fi.ir Wirtschaft
trnd Politik (teacher training college for econqnics and politics).
A budget of 833 000 D',1 has been allocated by the Ministry for National
Edrrcation and Research and by the city of Hanburg. A year and a half's
grant has so far been allor'led; the project is expected to last three
years.
Ttrree wonen researchers are working on the project r:nder the direction of
Dr Irgrid Scnnrerkorn. Links will be forged with a workirg group outside
the university. Faculty teachers, students, r:nionists, wcmen's group
militants, upmbers of the state administration  (education  and research),
and a C,overrrnent equal opportunities  agency are all working together on
the project.
Discussions will be focussed on the organLzation of worenrs studies and
tlrernes and nethods of feminist research.
- FRAU T]ND GESF.JISCI{AFT  INSTINN (IrcT.{M{ AND SOCIETY INSTITI]TE)
Hanover
In 1983 the Institute of Research on l,Iqnen and Society was set up in
Hanover. Rita Stlssmuth, a doctor of sociology, was appointed director of
the Institute.  Research concentrates on the harmonLzatLon of wcrnen's and
men's fanily and workirg lives.  Ttre airn is to inprove relationships
betr^leen the sexes.0thet Project:
- SOZIALISTISG{m.  FRAIIH\IBIJND  (SOCTALIST l,IOl4EN' S FEDERATION)
Ternpelhof 16
1000 BerlLn 42
- Contact: Nora Riithzel
The Socialist Wqnen's Federation plans to set up an institute to analyse
the wunen's moveuent.
Nora Riithzel is at present working on research on wouen in "uPn'S
occupations".
PERIODICALS
- FRAUM{- IMORI"IATIONSBI,ATT
Periodical of the Zentraleinrichtung zur Fijrderung von Frar:enstudien
r:nd Frauenforschr,rng  of Berlin Free University
K6nigin-Luise-  strasse 34
1000 Berlin 33
OUTSIDE  EDUCATIONAL  ESTABLISHMENTS
. FE},IINISTISCT{E  ARCI{W UND DOKI]MM{TATIONSZNTRIM
(FEI,IINIST IMORMATION  CM{IRE)
Arndstrasse 18
6 Frankfirrt 1
Oa International  l,lcrnen's Day on 8 lularch 1984 the German wcnpn's movement
opened its Information C,entre for the first  tjJre. Ttre ajsr is to create a
collection of any writirgs, books, periodicals,  photographs  and docr:ments
relating to the wanen's iovenrent.-44-
Woren's studies are not officially or systernatically taught in Greek
trriversities, but the folloring serninars and courses durirg the 1982-83
academic year deserve nention.
Tlris information iscertainlynot  enhaustive; we hope that teachers will
be able to fill  the gaps.
TEACHING AND  RESEARCH
PANTIOS SCTOLI (PA}IIIOS  COLLEGE  OF POLTTICAL  SCIENCE)
Syngrou 136
Athens
Stawos Voutiras, Professor-of  Labour Law at the Co11ege, took a series
of seminars throughout the '82-'83 academic year in v*rich students
presented and discussed the major international works of literature (in
Greek translation) as they relate to the problems of wcnen.
Ttre College began '82-' 83 with an interdisciplinary  seminar on the
equality of the sexes, oxganized by the Sociology Deparfirpnt.
The fo1lor'ring research is norar in progress at the College:
a study by Ch. Toussi, Professor of Crjminology, on the social and
criminological aspects of abortion;
research by econmrics lecturer Xanthi Petrinioti-Konsta, within the
Economics Faculty, into stnrctr:ral  unemployment  anongst Greek wcmen
workers.
Three doctorate theses have been approved by tfue College:
factors affectirg worrrcn in the Greek work force, bI Xanthi Petrinioti-
Konsta, I-ecturer in Political Econony;
the family cycle and wunen's enrploynent in Greece, by sociologist
Lrrcie Moussourou;
constitutional guarantees of the principle of sex:al equality in
Greece, by Elisabeth Makridou-Bessila, lawyer and Assistant Professor
of Constitutional  Lar^r.
AI{OTATI  VIC},IISHANIKI  SCT1OLI (COLLEGE OF ADVANCM IIIDUSTRIAL STI]DIES)
Karaoli kai Dimitriou 40
Pireas
Artemis Fnmanouel, Professor at the College, has asked her students to
write about and present work on vari-otrs subjects such as sonral equality
in the fanily, the role of the father, the Greek wcf,nen's moverrnnt and the
present crisis in marriage as part of her sociolory course.-45-
Io"lIKI SCHOLI PAI{EPISTIMIOU  AT}IIIION
(AITIM{S UNI\TER.^SITY FACULTY OF IAW)
Solonos 57
Athens
T\rc projects beirg supervised by G. IGvadias, Professor of Sociology at
the Athens Lars Faculty, are of interest here: on fanily plannirg and
\,rc[IErIr s part-tine work.
J Lanbiri-Dimakis,  Professor of Sociology in the sap faculty, is working
with his first-year students preparing research on relationships between
generations (parent-chi1d, teacher-pupi1, etc) betr"een young girls and
young rffirEn, and between boys and yotrng nen.
Fanily Lavr Professor G. Kor.unandos is supervising research on the hcrne and
illegitirnate  children.
Another professor at the Athens Law Faculty, N. Papantoniou, is
supervisirg work on paternity disputes.
IU,IIKI SGTOLT  PAT{EPISTIMIOU  TI{ESSAI.ONIKIS
(SAIONICA I]NI\MSITY FACIJLTY OF IAW)
Salonica
Several teachers at Salonica Faculty of Law have formed an
interdisciplinary cqrnittee to investigate  the creation of a \ffirpnrs
studies departnent in the Faculty and a special section in the library on
the problens of worEn.
OUTSIDE  EDUCATION
ETHNIKO KNTRO KOII{ONIKON  EREVTON (EKKE)
(MTIONAL SOCIAL RESEARCI{  CEIVIRE)
Sofokleous I
Athens
Director: Constantine Tsoukalas
Several projects have been carried out at the Centre:
sociological analysis of abortion in Greece, by K. Presvelou and
A. Teperoglou;
research on the working lives and fertility  of rnarried vrorrEn in Greece
today, by Charis Syneonidor-Alatopoulotr;
research on developnents in the principle of dorsries in Greece between
1956 and 1975, by Charis Syneonidou-Alatopoulou.
This academic research acted as a basis for the new law on civil  marriage
and divorce passed by the Greek Parlianent in Decesrber 1982.-46-
KMIIRO TEKMIRIOSSIS  IGI MELETIS GYNEKION PROVLIMATON
(INFOR},IATION  AND RESEARCII CM{IRE FOR THE PROBLE},IS OF l,ilO,IFN)
Asklipior 26
Athens
A grorp of wqnen at the Centre is engaged in docrrmentation  work,
collectirg and classifying research, articles, books and any material
relatirg to the problems of wcrnen.
This work is being done on an entirely voluntary basis as the Centre is
currently in serious financial difficulties.  It  was fotrnded in Apr1l
1982 with the cooperation of the United Nations Office in Athens and the
National Doctrnentation Centre. The president is Alice Marangopoulou.
KHVIRON ER,EVNON GIA TIS GYNEKES TIS MESSOGIOU
(INSTITIITE  FOR RESEARCTI ON I'O,IET{ IN MEDITBRAI{EAI{  COTJNTRIES)
Leoforos Alexandras 1928
Athens
The InstibJte r^ras set up in Septenrbex 1982 follor^ring the Mediterranean
i,Ionen's Conference  organized in 1980 by Enossi Gynekon Elladas (Greek
V'lqnen' s Association)  .
The main aim of the Institute is to produce, collect and circulate
information  on l,trediterranean  r^rcfnen, draw greater attention to their
status and pranote action to improve their position in society.
Ihe Centre is researching  Greek wcnpn's role in developnent, ernigration
and repatriation as part of the research prografirne on "Fmigration and
Repatriation of the Greek Popr:lation" being carried out by the Ministry
for the National Econqny.
SN4BOI]LIO ISOTITAS  TON DYO FYI.ON
(corJNCrL FoR SEXUAL EQUALTTY)
Athens
Several serninars have been organized as part of the vocational trainirg
for staff lltio will  be working on the "pr-rblic edrrcation carnpaign" for
equality betrreen nen and rdoupn.
Ministry of Agrictrlture civil  servants working on dcnestic agricultural
economy in the provinces may attend three seminars on wcrnen and
cooperatives, worrcn and local authorities and fanily 1arv.-47-
IRELAND
Deepite the high proportion of women students in Ireland's four
universities and other institutes of higher education, there ere virtually
no prograrmes or individual courees of studiee on women.
The University  College of Dublin offers two courses, and one adult
education course on woments statug is offered by a trade union coLlege.
Part of the reason for the difficulties  encountered in setting up womenrs
etudies at university level is that the woments eocial movement  has nade
relatively 1ittle  impact in Ireland.
TEACHING
COLLEGE  OF INDUSTRIAL  RELATIONS
Sandford Road
Dublin 6
Women at work: one- or two-year course
lctor:  Jean Ruth
PEOPLE I S COLI,EGE
31 Parnell Square
Dublin I
Women in society: l0-week course
Tutor:  Eunice McCarthy
UNIVERSITY  COLLEGE  OF DUBLIN
French Literature Department
Be lfie ld
Dublin 4
Course: Contemporary French Feninist l{riting.
Optional module, introduced in l98l as part of a course on rrintellectual movements in France todayr'.
Level: Bachelor of Arts (BA)
Authors covered by the syllabus: Marguerite Drrras, Simone de Beauvoir:,
I.talte Albistur and DanieL Armogathe,
H61Ene Cixous, Annie Leclerc, etc.
Lecturer: Abblie Snyth_48_
An adult education course on the position of women in Ireland.
Ten-week extra-mural course on rrwomen and social changert.
Tutor:  Eunice McCarthv
DUBLIN  UNIVERSITY
Trinity  College
Dublin 2
No womenrs sEudies courses are offered by Dublin University.
Sheila M. Green, a professor of psychology in Trinity  College,
together with professors of other subjects, plans to start a course
related to women.
RESEARCH
I{ithin universities:
TRINITY  COTLEGE
Department  of  Sociology
Dublin 2
rrWomen in  the Irish  Electronics  Industryrl
by James llickham
ECONO},IIC AND SOCIAL  RESEARCH  INSTITUTES
Dub 1 in
rrSchooling and Sex Roles"
Research commissioned by the Employment Equality  Agency
by James Wickham
COLLEGE  OF I{UMANITIES
Social Research Centre
National Institute  of  Higher Education (nfge)
Limer ick
"Women in  Third Level Education in  Ireland"
by Mary Duly
This research was completed in  autumn 1983-49-
Outside the universities:
The bodies and associations that have financed research on lromen
include the following:
ANCO -  THE INDUSTRIAL TMINING  AUTHORITY
Research and Planning, Liaison and Technical Information Unit
Baggot Court, 27-33 Upper Baggot Street
Dub lin
rrBlue Collar Jobs and Womenrr -  research on women engaged in training
for non-traditional  trades
by Christine Whyte
IRISH COUNCIL FOR TIIE STATUS OF WOMEN
54 Merrion Square
Dublin 2
ttWomen in Irish  Societyrl
research conpleted in autumn 83
by Jean Tansey
"Quality of llorking Life of i'lomen in Ireland"
research completed in autumn 83
by l,targaret Fine-Davis
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
KiLdare Street
Dublin 2
DEPARTMENT OF I{EALTH AND SOCIAL IIELFARE
The Department has financed research on the protection of mother and
child, social securicy and women.
IRISH TRANSPORT AND GENERAL WORKERSI  UNION (T.t.C.W.U.)
10, PalmersEon Park
Dublin 6
DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR
Commission of SafeEy, Health and Welfare at Work
40 Burlington Road
Dublin 4-50-
ITALY
In ltaly,  studies on women are to be found
inst itution:
universities and research centres
trade unions
lromenr s movement organizetions
in three different types of
Courses, seminars and research on rtomen in universities have not gained
official  recognition as subjects in their  own right but are conducted as
part of certain disciPlines.
The only university to mention women'
Milan, where activities  are conducted
farniglia e sulla condizione feminile
rroments status).
s studies as an official  subject is
by GRIFF (Gruppo di ricerca sulla
-  research group on the familY and
In  Italy,  the introduction  of  "150-hour  coursesrr has meant that  studies on
vromen have in many resPects followed a different  pettern  from that  in
other countries.  The first  courses, directed nainly  towards workers with
1ittle  formaL education, nere launched in  L974-75 within  the Universities
of }lilan  and Turin.  It  is  a point  of  interest  that  the provision of  these
literacy  courses has been a result  of  womenrs studies,  which have
motivated the women at  whom the courses are aimed'
Several woments organizations  and feminist  groups have, for  their  part,
set up their  own woments research and study eentres which also serve as
points of  contact for  women workinqin the field'
A point  of  note is  that  studies on ltomen within  the traditional
institutional  framework (universities  and research centres) have followed
a different  direction  from the paths chosen by the unions and culEural
centres closest to the Iromenrs movement.  A conpromise has been reached
between the feminists and certain  academic institutions:  although
absolutely no official  recognition is  given to  studies on women, research
in  this  field  has been done and even encouraged by university  circles'
This research generally centres on the rrfemale aspectt'of the problems
under survey, which are seen as subjects  corning vithin  the purvierr of
scientific  research.
The position  of  ltomen on the jobs market, their  functions in  the field  of
health and their  political  involvement are recognized as part  of  existing
disciplines,  thus consolidating the field  of  research and study on women'-  5l -
Research on women is now a clearly defined entity,  both within the
"150-hour courses[ (described above) and within centreg belonging to the
womenrs movenent.  There are three identifying criteria:
Ehe subject of ltomen is  the centraL theme of tlie coursc or research
in question;
lromen are the target audience for the research work;
there is a direct relat,ionship between the research work undertaken
and paradigns genereted by the rromenrs movement in the 1970s.
In consideration of both the structural. conditions for research on women
and the development of feninist values and objectives, the conclusion that
nay be drawn is that scientific  research and studies are closely
interrelated with strategies designed to bring about change.-52-
TEACITING
UNIvERSITA DEGLI STUDI (SA,NT UNTVNNSTTY)
FacoLt! di Scienze Politiche
(Faculty of Political  Science)
Piazza Unberto I
70100 Bari
The fasril.y and the welfare state: seminers aB Pert of political
science studies,
by T. Massari
The origin of woments oppression and the evolution of womenrs roles
by M. Dolinini
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI DELLA CALABRIA (UNIVERSITY OF CALABRIA)
Facoltl di Scienze Economiche  e SociaLi
(Faculty of Economic and Social Science)
87100 Arcavata (Cosenza)
Fanily sociology
by R. Siebert-Zehar
In  1979/80, this course was accompanied by seminarg on fanily
organization in contemporary societies and the ways in which
values are transnitted by child rearing practice'
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI (SOLOCWA UNIVERSITY)
Via Zamboni 33
40126 Bologna
Farnily sociology
by L. Bianchi
In 1979-80, the main theme of the courae was sn anal.ysis of the
impact of concepEs of womenrs roles on social science and the
Itomenrs  movement.
ISTITUTO DI SOCIOLOGIA
Facoltl di Scienze'Politiche  (Faculty of Po1itical Science)
Via Bel1e Arti  45
Bologna
Contact: PierPaolo  Donati
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI (TT,ONENCN  UNIVERSITY)
Piazza San Marco 4
50121 Florence
The fanily and modes of production in historical  perspective:
a seminar forming part of a course on moral philosophy
by E. Puccini
Texts on women and the fanily in the l6th and 17th centuries;
seminar forning part of r colr"e on the history of philosophy
given by P. Zanbelli, H. Pereira and D' de Bellis-53_
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI sTUDI (urun unrvnnsrry)
GRIFF (Gruppo di Ricerca sulla Faniglia e la Condizione  Fenminile - research group on the fanily  and wonenrs status)
Facoltl di scienze politiche (Faculty of politicaL science)
Via Conservatorio  7
20122 Milarr
contacts: Laura BaLbo, Lorenzo Zanuso and ldaria pia }ray
Formed in 1974-75, the members of this research group have been
giving courses and seminars since that tine as well as carrying ou6
research on women.
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI (NAPIfiS UNIVERSITY)
Facolt! di scienze politiche (Faculty of poriticaL science)
Corso Unberto 1
80100 Naples
The family in the ITth century: seminar forning part of a course
on the history of political  doctrines
by F. Tzzo
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI (PAOUA UNIVERSITY)
Via VIII  Febbraio 2
35100 Padua
Fanily sociology
by Franca Binbi
This course has been in existence for severar years. A group of
research workers is conducting research in conjunction with locaL feninist groups.
rn addition, for the past three years there have been inter- disciplinary "150-hour courses", f,or example on the history of the fani ly .
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI (PALSNMO  UNIVERSITY)
Via Maqueda 175
90134 Palermo
The socialization of women and their  image: a seminar forming part of
a course on the sociology of education
by E. Sgroi
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI (SALERNO UNIVERSITY)
Via Urbano 11
84100 Salerno
Courses, research and teaching on women,
organized by S. piccone-Stella-54-
uNrvERSrrA  DEcLr sruDr (sesslnr unrvnnsrtY)
07i00 Sassari
Women' s social mobilitY
by G. Chiaretti
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI (TUNTN UNIVERSITY)
Via Po 17
L0124 Turin
The role of lilomen in the economy, 150-hour course
by D. del Boca and M. Turvani
Oral history: a nelt approach to tracing ltoments history,  150-hour
course
by A. Bravo and L. Scaraffia
LIBERA UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI (TPGNTO FREE UNIVERSITY)
Facolt! di Sociologia (Faculty of Sociology)
Via Verdi 26
38100 Trento
Farni ly  sociologY
by Chiara Seraceno
UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI (UNNTNO  UNIVERSITY)
Via Saffi 2
61029 Urbino
Ilistory of the farnily and history of women
by P. di Cori
''15o-HOUR COURSES FOR WOMEN''
UNIVERSITA DI GENOVA (CENOA UNIVERSITY)
Istituto  di Oiritto  Internazionale (Institute  of International  Law)
Via Balbi 30
L6I26 Genoa
1982-83 academic year: Female deviation: prostitution  and crime
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI (PANUE UNIVERSITY)
Via VIII  Febbraio 2
35100 Padue
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI ('I''JNTN  UNIVERSITY)
Via Po 17
L0I24 Turin-55-
RESEARCH
Within universities and acadenic institutions :
ISTITUTO DI SOCIOLOGIA  INTERNAZIONALE  DI GORIZIA (ISIG)
(conlzTa INTERNATIoNAL  INSTITUTE oF SoCIoIOGY)
Via ltulta 2
34L70 Gorizia
In 1982, this Institute collaborated in research on womenrs
participation in legislative assemblies  and executive authority in
European and Mediterrenean  countries with a view to the Fourth
Int.ernaEional Anthropological  Studies Congress on rrwomen and eociety
in the ilediterraneanrr organized by Palerno University in November
1982.
Commissioned from the Institute by the Centro Italiano Fenminile (CIF
-  Italian woments centte) in Udine, e survey on Madri e figlie  degLi
anni '80 -  La realt!  della donna in Friuli  (nothers and daughters in
the 1980s -  the situation of women in Friuli)  has been published.
The authors are Anna I'laria Boileau and Ardea Moretti. 
-
UNIVERSTTA  BOCCONT (SOCCONT UNTVERSITY,  UILAN)
Centro Studi e Ricerche di Politica Comparata
(Centre for studies and research on comparative  politics)
Via SarfaEti 25
20136, Milan
Contact: llaria Weber
UNIVERSITA  DI ITILANO (UTIAW UNIVERSITY)
GRIFF (Gruppo di Ricerca sulla Faniglia e la Condizione Fensrinile -
(research group on the fanily  and womenrs status)
Via Conservatorio  7
20L22 Milan
A range of research projects is being carried out, mainly in the following
fields:
Womenrs work in the home and on the labour market
Directors of research: L. Zanuso and R. Barile
I{omen as intellectual workers: their self-irnage and self-perception
Coordinator: G. Chiaretti, supported by a group of research workers-56-
i{omen in senior management
Directors of research: P. May and L. Zanuso.
Iuages of women at the professional level and stereotyped  concePts
of rrwomenrs jobstt
Director of research: P. MaY
Fanily strategies and the use of available resources in the current period
of economic crisis
Directors of research: M. bianchi, M. Cacioppo and P. l{ay
Mothers and daughEers
Director of research: L. Grasso
Childbirth: alrernative solutions
Director of research: F. Pizzini
Care during childhood and the social classes
DirecEors of research: I.  Regalia and M. Cacioppo
Women and political  involvement
Directors of regearch: I.  Regalia and A. Nappi
UNIVERSITA  DEGLI STUDI DI MILANO (UTMN UNIVERSITY)
Cattedra di Sociologia del Iavoro e dell-rlndustria
(Ctrair in the sociology of labour and industry)
Via Conservatorio  7
20122 Milan
l{omen and the unions: joint  research by four faculties (Milan,
Modena, Genoa and sassari) coordinated  by the university of Milan'
with GntrF as a parLicipant.
9A""'J& qh9'"9,
Genoa University:  'rThe applicetion  of  the Law of  9 December 1977 to
equal- treatment for  men and womenrl
Local coordinator: Prof.  Maria Vittoria  Ballestrero
f,ilen  University:  "womenrs participation  in  the unions, and union
policies  on womentt
Local coordinator: Prof.  Bianca Beccali
Xodena University:  "The female labour market and union policies  in
Italy  and Europe"
Local coordinator: Prof.  Paolo Santi
Sesseri University:  "Union activists:  a case of  female identity  in
rrans it ionrt
Local coordinator: Prof.  Giuliana Chiaretti-57-
ISTITUTo UNIvERSITARIO  ORIEMALE (onrrrrel UNIvERSITY  INSTITUIn, neIlns)
Centro di ricerca rrArchivio delle donner' (I{onenrs archive research centre)
Faco-ltl di Scienze politiche (Faculry of political  Science)
Piazza S. Giovanni ltuggiore
NapIes
The centre is an interdeparEmental group of 13 professors at the
Naples Oriental University InsEitute.
It  has set itself  the following two aims:
to conpile material on the status of women in Italy  and Europe in
the 19th century;
to conduct research on womenrs workplaces and the status of wonen
in the l9th century.
Contact: Prof. Angiolina Arru, Facoltl di Scienze politiche,
Istituto  Universitario 0rienrale
0f speciel intgrest:
A research project financed by the Education Ministry and the Oriental
university rnstitute on women and crime in Naples in the lgth century.
Contact: Dr. Olimpia Casarino
UNIVERSITA DI PADOVA (PADUA UNIVERSITY)
Facolt! di scienze Poliriche (Faculty of porirical  science)
Via del SanEo 28
35I0 Padua
The Faculty of PoLiticaL sciencers Institute of Political  and Sociel
Science is  engaged on a research project, financed by the Educet.ion
Ministry, on "social policies in the us and rtaly  in the 70s; the
outlook for the 80srr.
Director of research: Mariarosa Dalla Costa.
Researchers:  Marina shenkel, silvana sartori,  Anna pederzini,
Brigida Lisetta ltliLazzo, Francesca Barnabo,
Luana Zanella and Rosa BidoLi.
UNIVERSITA DI ROMA (ROME UNIVERSITY)
Istituto  di Psicologia (Institure of psychology)
Piazza Benedetto Cairoli 3
00187 Rome
Degree course in  psychology, given by Carlamaria Del Miglio-58-
Outside the universities and academic instituEions:
CENTRO DI STUDI STORICI SUL MOVIMENTO DI LIBERAZIONE  DELLA DONNA IN ITALIA
(CNNINS  FOR IIISTORICAL  RESEARCII  ON TIIE ![O}IEN'S LIBERATION  }!OVEI'frNT IN
ITALY)
Fondazione Feltrinelli  (tr'eltrinelLi  Foundation)
Via Rornagnosi 3
Mi lan
The Centre, which has served as a documentary and reference library
since its  foundation in 1979, arranges discussion and action grouP
meetings as well as publishing an information {ry1letin.
with funding from the Region of Lornbardy, the centre is  engaged on a
project entitled 'rresearch on the womenrs  movement in Lonbardy:  compi-
lation and an rarchive raisonn6ef of documents produced by women".
CENTRO INNOVAZIONI  TECNOLOGIE EDUCATIVE REGIONE IOMBARDIA -  CITE
(neclow oF LoMBARDY  CENTRE  FoR EDUCATIONAL  TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION)
Assessorato Industria e Formazione Professionale
(Regional Department of Industry and Vocational Training)
Mi lan
Contact: Giuliana Chiaretti and l'larina Piazza
CENTRO STUDI PER LA CONDIZIONE DELLA DONNA -
uNroNE  FEMMTNTIE  TNTERNAZToNALE  Dr sruDr E AzroNE socrALE (uFrsAs)
(crMNr FOR RESEARCH ON T{OMEN'S  STAT'I,S _
INTERNATIONAL  WOMEN'S  UNION FOR RESEARCH AND SOCIAL ACTION)
Via Lago di Lesina 20
Rome
The aim of the Centre is to arrange courses and eonduct research on
womenrg staLus.
Its  first  projects were on the historical,  social and philosophical
value of feminism, Ehe value of work outside the home and the non-
involvemenE of etomen in decision-making processes'
Contact: Gaetana Cazota Russo, Centre DirecEor
CENTRO VIRGINIA  }IOOLF
Via del Governo Vecchio 39
Rome
Established in  Lg7g, the Virginia Woolf CenEre has a substantial
library of documents on rdomen and has arranged seminars on a wide
veriety of subjects, including:
psychoanalysis r concemporary history, anthropology, economics,
sociologY, literature  and law.
It  is nolr experiencing severe financial difficulties  Lhat place its
conEinued existence at risk.-59-
Note
A monograph by Laura Balbo and Yasnine Ergas, !{omenrs Studies in ltaly,
published by The Ferninist Press, N.Y .  L982, is a very useful source of
reference on courses, seminars, research and rrl50-hour courges for womenrl
fron 1973 to 1980.
PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS
DONNA/WOMAN/FEMI'M
Quaderni Internazionali di Studi sulla Donna (International  woments
research cahiers)
Viale BeaEo Angelico 301
Rome
Recent issues of speciaL interest incl.ude a suppLement to n" 22
(1983),'rPercorsi del femminismo  e storia delle donnerr (the routes of
ferninisn and the history of women), the proceedings  of a colloquiuur
on relations between the womenrs  movement end research.
ISTITUTO  REGIONATE  DI RICERCA -  I.RE.R. (NTCTONAL  RESEARCH INSTITUTE)
Via Andegari 4/A
Mi lan
CENTRO STUDI SULLA STORIA DELLA DONNA (CENTRE FOR RESEARCH ON TIIE HISTORY
oF llolrEN)
Via S. Martino  18
27I00 Pavia
In its  publication on women and society today and in the past, Storia
Donna, the Centre prints papers by research workers of interest to
anyone concerned with research on a wide variety of topics relating
to the past and present stetus of wonen.-60-
There is no centre for research on rromen in the true eense in Luxembourg,
since the Grand Duchy has no university or comParable establishment'
Nevertheless, the Woments Liberation  Movement carries out individual
research projects on which it  reports in booklet form. Among the subjects
it  has covered are:
The womenrs Liberation  Movement -  ten yeare2 1972-1982
Infornation and help for women in cases of unwanted pregnancy
The right to emPloYment
Abortion, contraeeption and fanily planning
MOUVEMENT  DE LIBERATION  DES FEMMES -  }ILF
(WOMEN' S LIBERATION  MOVEMENT)
B.P. t74
Luxembourg
ContacE: Claude-Alice  Marchand
FMUENZENTRUM  (WOMNI S CENTRE)
(German-speaking branch of  MLF)
17 Avenue MontereY
Luxembourg
There are also womenrs sections within the trade unions and political
parties:
FRAUENSEKTION  O.G.B.-L.
(I{omen's Section of the Independent Confederation of Luxembourg Unions)
50, boulevard John Fitzgerald Kennedy
B.P. L49
Es ch- sur-A1zet te
Contact: Gaby Birmann
The members of the Womenrs Section have brought out a meuoranduu
(in Gernan) sunmarizing  a number of union claims specifically
relating Lo ltomen.-6r-
FEMMES SOCIALISTES  (Socialist Wonen)
clo P.O.S.L.
3, rue de 1a Boucherie
Luxembourg
Contact: Lydie Err, President
12, avenue Marie-Th6rEse
Luxembourg-Vi1  le
I{ithin the Luxembourg Socialist Party there is also e womenrs group which
-  in common with the Womenr s Section of the Independent Confederation -
finds it  hard to nake an inpact.
CONSEIL NATIONAL DES FEMMES (NATIONAL  WOMENI S COUNCIL)
10, rue Lemire
Luxembourg
Contact: Nico Esken-62-
In the Netherlands,  womenrs studiee have evolved along lines parallel to
those in other countries, especially the United States (l).
It  was during the rrsecond wave of ferninismttin 1974 that a debate was
launched on the issue.
In February L974, a working party known as rrAdamrs Ribrr - a grouP of women
from Utrecht University - held a weekend meeEing on rrwomen and the
university". Andreas Burnier, a professor at Nijnegen university, gave an
introductory paper on "the position of ltomen within the university" in
which she suggested that:
recognized womenrs studies colleges be founded within the
universities (following the Pattern in the united states) and
a genuine rrfree universityt'  be founded for and by women.
In the afternoon of the same dayr trto grouPs were formed' One, a rrwomenrs
university,'group, decided to try  to change the universities themselves by
working wifhin the existing framework. The other' most of whose members
were Ansterdam students, seE up a trwomen and universityrr  group.
Sinilar movements  were taking place in
year, finally  leading to the creation
rtvrouyens tudiestt (woment s s tudies ) .
other universitY towns in the sane
in  L977 of what came to be known as
The first  practical steps in this direction had been taken in  1974 in
Groningen,  Amsterdam and other universities'
The "Projectgroep Vrouwenarbeid"  (woments work project group) ltas get up
in Groningen in 1975 and is still  active today'
Woments studies ltere introduced at the ttVrije Universiteit Ansterdam'l
(Amsterdam Free University) in 1974 when a'rwomenrg workrr study grouP ltes
formed within Ehe Feculty of Business Sociol-ogy, as well as a study grouP
on,,women  and the universitytt in the Faculty of Political  Studies'
Despite the many activities  in individual faculties and departments ' 
no
p6sts aa course leaders or directors Of reeearch for woments studies were
authorized until  f980.
( l)  Saskia Poldervae
Uiteeverij Nijnegen.3l:leveldsinge1 9 ,  6521 Alr Nijnegen._63_
Late in 1974, the rrvereniging voor vrouwenbelangen, vrouwenarbeid  en
Gelijk Staatsburgerschap'r  (association for womenrs interests, noments work
and equality of citizenship) proposed a rnotion to the Acadenic Board to
the effect that a chair in womenrs emancipation  be set up.
In Irlarch 1976, the Trewel Commission brought out a report introducing the
concept of rtwomenrs studies". This was the starting point for teaching on
nomen and for a rnultidisciplinary approach to the subject,
According to that Conmission, lromenrs studies should be an integral part
of existing scientific  subjects so long as resistance continued to nomen
and their social position on the scientific  leve1.
The Commissionrs report acted as a spur for  studies and research on lromen
throughout the country.
In 1975, Ehe Arnsterdam University Faculty of Social Science created two
temporary Posts as womenrs studies course leaders. The firsE task was Eo
start up a deparEment that wouLd stimulate, coordinat.e  and integrate
research and Eeaching on the position of women.
Tn 1977' Ehe newly formed department of wonenrs studies had a staff  of  two
ltomen. Today it  has six  -  a sign that  official  recognition has been won
for  the existence of  woments studies in  the Netherlands.
The first  ldomenrs studies summer university lras held in 1981. Its  focal
Eheme was'feminist teaching, theories, methodology and research findings
in this field.
Women's studies are nolt established in most Dutch universities. New
research positions have recently been brought into being. As -  for  example
-  in Great Britain,  the subjects of study are in the field  of social
sciences in general and sociology in particular, although there is  a
special concern for women in the Third World and the participation of
women in science and technology.-64-
TEACIlING  AND  RESEARCH
UNIVERSITEIT  VAN AMf|TERDAU  (AMSTERDAM UNIVERSITY)
Many of Amsterdam Universityts faculties conduct research on ltonents
affairs:
Emancipatiecommissie  W  (Enancipation  Conrnission)
t..a.v. Dienst Personeelszaken,  De Boelelaan 1105
1081 IIV Amsterdam
Afd. Vrouwenstudies (Department of Womenrs Studies)
Faculteit der Economische  Wetenschappen (Faculty of Economic Science)
Jodenbreestraat  23
1011 NH Amsterdam
Afd. Vrouwenstudies Letteren K 350
(Dept. of Women's Studies in Literature)
Faculteit der LeLteren U.v.A.  (Faculty of Letters)
Spuistraat 210
1012 VT Amsterdam
Contact: J. Poelstra
Afd. Vrouwenstudies GU (Dept. of Women's Studies)
llerengracht 508
1017 CB Amsterdam
Contact: J. Notohadinegro
Sociale Geografie W  (Social Geography)
Kamer 64-18, De Boelelaan 1105
1081 HV Ansterdam
Contact: Margrier Niewenhuis
Subfaculteit Sociale l{etenschappen  (Oept. of Social Sciences)
Vrouwenstudies (Woments Studies)
Herengracht  508
1017 CB Amsterdam
Sociologisch Instituut  (Institute  of Sociology)
Oude Hoogstraat 24
1012 CE Amsterdam
Contact: LilY van Rijswijk-Clercx
Sociologisch Instituut  (Institute  of Sociology)
Wubse werkgroep Vrouwenstudies
Oude Hoogstraat 24
1012 LlE Amsterdam 
contact: M. Hegge
Advieskonmissie  rrVrouwen aan de UvA"
(Advisory committee on rrwomen in the University of Amsterdamr')
Spui 2I
1012 I'lx Amsterdam 
contacE: Tinneke den Nijs
Vrouwenoverleg  FSW-B (woments discussion group)
e'Lfiropo rogr-"g:h-Soc  iologisch Centrum (Anthropo  logy/ Soc io logy Centre )
Kamer I08, Sarphatistraat l06a
1018 Ansterdam
Afd. Vrouwenstudies (Oept. of Womenrs Studies)
Herengracht  508
1017 cB Amsterdam 
contact: M. Aerts-65-
There is a summer university in Ameterdam offering courses on women:
ZOMERUNIVERSITEIT  VROUIIENSTUDIES (I{onenr s Studiee Sumrer University)
Herengracht  508
1017 CB Ameterdan
Contacte: !furjan Schwegman and Sun Van Meyell
Vrouwennetwerk RL (I{onenre Network)
Univereiteitsgebouw  Randwi jck RL
Tongersestraat  53
6200 llD l,faastricht
Contact: Ria Franke
UNIVERSITEIT  VAN NIJMEGEN (KUN) (WTJICCSN UNIVERSITY)
Prof. van WeLiestraaE  8
6524 NN Nijnegen
Contact: Eva Weber, p/a U-huis
UNIVERSITEIT VAN NIJMEGEN (NTITMCEN UNIVERSITY)
Projektgroep  Feminisme & Antropologie (Feninisn & Anchropology project
group )
Inetituut voor Culterele Antropologie
(Institute of Cultural Anthropology)
Fac. Cult. Ant. (Faculty of Cultural Anthropology)
Kemer 1.00.09, Thonas van Aguinostraat I
6525 EH Nijnegen
Contact: Alide Roorinlc
Vrorwenoverleg Social-e Geografie
(Social geography womenrs discussion group)
Berg- en Delseweg I0)
5500 KD Nijnegen
Contact: Lenie Scholterr
Commissie Vrouwenstudies Sociologie
(comrittee on noments studies in sociology)
Thomas van Aquinostraat 4
Nijnegen
Contact: Rian Koolerr
Landelijk Overleg l{ewi Vrouwen
Postbus 1515
Nijnegen
Contact: Hanneke Berkerr
UNIVERSITEIT VAN ROTTERDAII' (EUR) (ROTTERDAM  UNIVERSITY)
Postbus 1738
3000 DR RotEerdam
Contact: llanne Groenendijlc
UNIVERSITEIT VAN TILBURG (NUN) (ITINUNC UNIVERSITY)
Postbus 90153
5000 IE Tilburg
Contact: liarga Genemans,  Gebouw S, Karner l7!l-66-
Interfacrrltair Vrouwenoverleg IVO
(Inter-faculty lilomenr s discussion group)
p/a Voruringscentrum  vu
Uilenstede  108
1183 Anstelveen
UNIVERSITEIT  VAN DELFT (TII-DELFT)
Vrouwenkabinet  Delft
Kabinet 581, Berlageweg I
2528 CR Delft
(unlrt uNrvERSrrY)
UNIVERSITEIT  VAN EINDHOVEN
Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven
(Eindhoven  Technical College)
Den Dolech 513
5600 MB Eindhoven
Contect: Charlotte Maes
(s TT{oHovnN UNIVERSITY )
Contact: Ineke de Raaf
Ineke de Raaf is  a member of  the University  Department  of  Social
Science. She is  particularly  concerned with  the reasons for  there being
such a low proportion of  women in  scientific  and technological studies.
She also cooperates with  the Department  of  Educationre MENT Project
(Cirls,  Physics and Technology),  specializing  in Education in  Physics.
The project  leader is  Mrs Lensink.
UNIVERSITEIT  VAN ENSCHEDE  (EUR)
Technische Hogeschool Twente
Postbus 217
7500 AE Enschede
contact: Friedel wind
A research post has just been created, the first  appointee being Henny
Kramers.
UNIVERSITEIT  VAN GRONINGEN  (RUD)
Postbus 72
9700 AB Groningen
Contacts: Riet Paasman
TAP Vrouwenoverleg RUG
Bedri j f smaat schappe 1i j k werk
Ilerestraat 57a
9711 I,C Groningen
(ENSCHEDE  UNIVERSITY)
(Twente Technical College)
(cnonrncnN uNrvERS rrY)
and l,larjolijn van Rietschoten, Bureau 1.S
Contact: J.H. GoogenkamP-67-
Interfacultair Vrouwenoverleg  RUG
(Inter-faculty  women's discussion group)
ViaducCstraat lla
9725 BH Groningen
Contact: B. Henkes
RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT GRONINGEN (NATIONAL  UNIVERSITY OF GRONINGEN)
Vrouwengroep CA (Wonents group)
Instituut repr. Culturele Antropologie
(Institute of Cuttural Anthropology)
Oude Boteringsstraet 23
97L2 efr Groningen
Contact: Ypie Kroes
uN.rvERsrrErr vAN LETDEN (nUl)  (LErOnn UNTVERSTTY)
Breestraat  70
2311 CS Leiden
Contact: Ingrid Vorrink and Jantine Oldersma, DSWO
Emancipatiecommissie  (nUl)  (Emancipation  Committee)
BvdU afd. PWZ
Postbus 9500
2300 RA Leiden
Contact: Els van Doorn
TAP Vrouwenoverleg  RUG
Bedri jf snaatschappe  1i j k werk
Ilerestraat  57 a
9711 I,C Leiden
RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT LEIDEN (NATIONAL  UNIVERSITY  OF TEIDEN)
ICA-Vrouwenover  1eg
Instituut voor Culturele Antropologie
(Institute of Cultural Anthropology)
Stationsplein 10, Postbus 9507
2300 RA Leiden
Contact: Guita l{inke1
Emancipatiecommissie  RUL (Enancipation  committee)
Humane biologie
Postbus 516
6200 MD Maastricht
Contact : Yvonne l{ynands-68-
Enancipatiecornmissie  KIt Ti lburg
Kamer S 186, Postbus 90153
5000 LE Tilburg
contacts: A. Bachus, K. couprie, A.v. Lenning and M. Genemans
T<ATIIOLIEKE  HOGESCI1OOL TILBURG (TILBURG CATTIOLIC COLTEGE)
Vrouwenover leg Ontwikkelingssociologie
(Women's discussion group on development  Sociology)
Vakgroep Ontwikke lings soc io logie
Gebouw D. Kamer 20
Hogeschoollaan 225
5037 GC Tilburg
Contact : llarga Genemans
UNIVERSITEIT  VA}I UTRECHT (KIU)  (UTRECITT  UNIVERSITY)
Stichting Landeli jk  Overl.eg Vrouwenetudies (SIOV)
(National foundation for the planning of nomen's studies)
3581 CH Utrecht
Coordination agency for womenrs etudiee in the Netherlands.
Founded in 1982, SLOV has a fuLl-time staff  of three who are responsible
for courses on women in universities and institutee.  An inventory of
courses is now being drawn uP.
Contact: Leonore Nicolaf
UNIVERSITEIT  VAN UTRECHT (RI'U) (UTRECHT UNIVERSITY)
Interfecultaire  l{erkgroep  Vrouwenstudies i.o'
(Inter-faculty  work grouP on womenrs studies)
l,lalieban  103
3581 CIf Utrecht
Contact: Marie llijnan or Marieke Renou
Subfac. Andragologie
Vrouwenbes tuursc ie
Centrum  Gebouw Z
IleideLberglaan I
3584 CS Utrecht
Contacts: A. Bennink, J.v. Mens, P. Iteyligers,
I.  Slot-Anderssen, M. Berker
Commissie EmancipaEievraagstukken  -  Coumittee on Emancipation Probleurs
Grif f ie Univers iLeitsraad
Postbus 202
3500 EA Utrecht
Contact: C.L.M. Urbanus, President-69-
Bureau Studiun Generale & Red. Vrouwenstudies
Mal.iebaan 103
3581 CH Utrecht
Contact: S. Haakma
RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT UTRECHT (UEITOUIT.  UNIVERSITY OF UTRECHT)
Vrouwengroep  Culturele Antropologie
(Wornen's group on cultural anthropol.ogy)
Instituut voor Culturele AntropoJ.ogie
(Institute of Cultural Anthropology)
Transitorium II
Heidelberglaan  2
3584 CS Utrecht
Contact: Marjolein de Wirh
UNIVERSITEIT VAN WAGENINGEN (WRCUTITNCEN UNIVERSITY)
Landbouwhogeschool  (Agricultural Col'$.lge
Hollandse weg I
6766 KN Wageningen
Contact: Johanna van Etten
Landbouwhoge  s choo L Wageningen
Werkgroep  Vrouwen en Derde Wereld
(I'Iork group on nomen in the Third l{orld)
Postbus 567
6700 AN Wageningen
Contact: Tanja Taale
Emancipatieconmissie LH (Enancipation  commission)
Griffie  HR
Postbus 9101
6700 HB l{ageningen
Contact: Carla van de Bos
Also of note:
INSTITUTE FOR HIGHER  PROFESSIONAL
HBO-raad
Riviervismarkt 2
2513 AM The Hague
EDUCATION  (HBO)
Contact: Ineke Ilendriks-70-
INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SruDIES
Women and Development
Badhuiswee 25L
Postbus 90733
2509 LS The Hague
Contact : Veronika Beenholt-Tompson
The Institute has launched a course of studies leading to a degree in
Development Studies. The curricuLum includes a historical  review of how
rdomen have contributed to society throughout  the lrorld, the struggle of
nomen against their  submission and the causes, forms and degree of
rcomenrs subjection and exploitation in devetoped and developing nations.
The programe also includes a criEical evaluation of current development
pLans and their effects on women as ltell  as a search for other
strategies and policies.
The course programme includes:
a critique of social sciences and development theories in relation
to women;
the methodology of womenrs studies;
the social history of womenrs work in Europe and the colonies;
the political  economics of domestic work;
topical issues in the womenrs  movement;
political  ideology and the history of the ltomen's international
movement;
the effects on women of the internationalization of capital.
Lecturers:  Saskia Wieringa, lt. Berden, A. Carreon, C. Hamel-ink,
R. Reddock, P. I{aterman, B. llhite and S' Moore'
In 1983 a three-year project was started to study woments organizations
and strategies in Peru, Indonesia, Sudan, Somalia, the Caribbean and
India from the historical viewpoint.
VOORIOPIGE  BEGELEIDINGSGROEP  VOOR EMANCIPATIE-ONDERZOEK  (VBEO)
(pnOvrSroNAL FRAMEwORK  GROUP FOR EI'TANCIPATION RESEARCH)
Lutherse Burgwal 10
I s-Gravenhage
In March 1983, VBEO published a file  on the measurea needed to stimulate
emancipation research and its  planning, directed towards all  those
people concerned with womenrs studies and emancipation policy. The aim
is to encourage research on the process of emancipation'
PUBLICATION
SEKSISTISCIIE  I{ETENSCHAP  VERANDERT NIET ZOMAAR
(sexisn in science cennot be changed by waving a nagic wand)
Afdeling Vrouwenstudies F.S.W.
Herengracht  508
Amsterdam-  7t _
The-European country in which rilomenrs studies first  rnade their eppearance
was the united Kingdom. By 1980, they were being taught in thirty
universities.
llomen's studies and research started in the United Kingdom in the 1970s
and have been developing steadily since 1972.
At first  courses were optional, being given for a term or a year es part
of courses in other fields.  For example, courses on gender divisions i.n
society were offered as part of a sociology diploma, while courses on
nomen wriEers or the fanily  formed part of studies for e degree in
IiEerature or history.
Despite some opposition, Iilomenrs studies courses are now well  established
and sought after  by students, although the situaEion in  Great Britain
differs  from that  in  the United States in  that  no university  or college
offers  a degree in woments studies alone.
curricula consisting soLely of woments studies courses (in aduLt
education) are, however, offered outside the universities by
local education authorities
university extra-mural department.s
the Workers Educational Association.
The range of titles  and topics for such courses is practically linitless,
although the main problems in this field  are funding and resources.
A few universities  -  such as Kent and Bradford - rule  in  otfering  opportunicies  to obtain a master
are the exception Eo the
's  degree in  women t s studi.es
university  research is well esEablished in several institutions, rucrudlng the Birrninghan centre of contemporary {.lultura1 studies, the
Departments of Applied social studies in Bradford and Bristol,  the
University of London Institute of Educatiou, the Institute of Development
Studies in Sussex and the University of Essex fnstitute of Sociology  and
Social History.
Snal1 grants have been rnade to Oxford University  for  research, even though
it  has no official  wonenrs studies course.
outside university circles, agencies such as the Equal opportunities
Conmission, the Equal Opportunities  Gommission for Northern Ireland and
the Iow Pay Unit subsidize research on women.1a
TEAClTING
DEGREE AND DIPLOMA COU.RSBS
BRADFORD  UNIVERSITY
School of Applied Social Studies
Bradford BD7 IDP
Applied Sociel Studies
Four-year degree course leading to
It  has no ltoments studies oPtions
discussions on sexual division and
fani ly.
BRADFORD UNIVERSITY
School of SociaL AnalYsis
Bradford BD7 IDP
a qual-ification in social work.
as such, but the syllabus includes
lectures and seminars on the
Contact: Jalna Hanmer
for honours students in social science/applied
covers
Ucea in SocietY
Third year oPtion
social studies. It
production and reProduction -
anthropological  work on and by ltomen
marriage and the fanily in industrial society
cone.eptualization  of patriarchy
public and private spheres and the invisibility  of women
sexism in social sciences
women and work -
dominant conceptualizations  and their  inadequacies
the trworkfr of women
unwaged work and domestic labour
income-generat  ing s trat egies
waged labour
trade unions
the dual tabour market
professions and educational structures
Tutors: Sheila Allen and Audrey Middleton
Contact: Margaret Ellis
Gender Divicioas
Second-year  option in the School of Social Analysis '
The course examines sociological and social psychoLogical theories
as they relate to gender divisions. It  introduces research findings
and discusses  methodological problens of current and past anaLyses
of gender divisions.
Contact: Sheila A1len-73-
BRISTOL POLYTECHNIC
St I'tatthias Site
Oldbury Court Road
Fishponds
Bristol  15
tsren end Litcreture
A selection of works is studied, drawn fron tgth and 20th century
Euglish and American literature  by women writers, reviewing the
changing role of the woman writer from the late lSth century to the
present day and the sociaL and culturaL factors which have influenced
this change.
Tutors: Helen Taylor and l,largaret Kirkham
Contact: llelen Taylor, Hunanities Dept.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
Social and Political  Sciences
Free School Lane
Canbridge
Iocn  in Society
The direction of teaching is  subject to change. For further
information, con'ult the canbridge universit,y llandbook.
Tutor: Cathie lfursh
Contact: Cathie ldarsh
DUNDEE COLI,EGE  OF EDUCATION
Department of Community Education and Social l{ork
Gardyne  Road
Dundee
Ycn  in thc Gmnity
The course covers:
the role and status of women
women and health
domestic life  and labour
women, work and the unions
women and cornmunity action
Legislation and righrs
ethnic minorities
the woments movement
women and connnunity work, youth work
Tutor: C. McConneLl
and adult education
Contact: Senior Lecturer-74-
UNIVERSITY  OF EAST ANGLIA
School. of English and Anerican Studies
Norwich
Pc-inirn end Fiction
The course covers recent writings about feminissl and traces theories
fromEngelsandSinonedeBeauvoirthroughFiges,Firestone,
Rowbotham and Daly to Mitchell and periodicals such as m/f and
Feninist Review.
Tutor: Rosemary Jackson
Contact: RosemarY Jackson
UNIVERSITY  OF ESSEX
Department of SociologY
Wivenhoe  Park
Colchester
Es sex
Scxurl Divisiolc in SocictY
The course is open to third-year students of social or comParative
studies and covers the following subjects:
the econornic division of labour
work
the institution  of rnarriage and parentood, particularly as
defined bY the state and church
ideologies related to masculinity and femininity
types of protest or reaction to these conceptions' analysed in
thelightliteratureandthesuffragettemovement
Inthefinalterm'concePtssuchastheduallabourmarket'
domesticlabour,occupationalsegregationandEheoriesof
sexuality and socialization are examined'
Tutors:  Leonore Davidoff and Mary Mclntosh'
ConEect: Brenda Corti
The Eigltcenth Gentury Europcrn Frnily:  Problcns of rork erd gelfare
The course explores the lSth century fanily  from two perspectives:
as the unit of reproduction and work, and
as the subject of social, political  and intellectual debate'
The following toPics are covered:
organization of the fanily with resPect to work' marriage and
chi ldcare
relationships between parents and children
sexual Uehaviour, including illegirimacy and prostitution
social PolicY on the fanilY
images of the fanily and its  members in 18th Century culture
Tutor:  Dr. L.J. Jordanova
Contact: L.J. Jordanova-75-
HULL COLLEGE  OF TTIGHER EDUCATION
Inglenire Avenue
Hu 11
Yoten, Literature and Society
The purpose of the course is  to study the utay in which womenrs role
in society has been treated in a selection of literary  texEs.Jhe
syllabt6 includes:
Eheory of sexual politics
definitions of "femininityr in the 20th century
images of women in society
the development of feninism in the 1960s and 1970s
the woman writer in the 1950s and 1970s
feminist criticistrr
The writers studied include Lawrence, Jean Rhys, Doris Lessing,
Margaret Drabble, sylvia pLath, Fay t{eldon, zoe Fairbairns and
Michelene Wandor.
Tutors: Jenny Headlam Wells and Dr. Ros Billington
Contact: Course Tutor, B.A. (Conbined Studiesr)
ILKLEY  COLLEGE
Wells Road
I lkley
W. Yorkshire
fhe Sociology of llo-stic  Bcona;r
The household as an economic entity and the social background
against which men and rromen pursue their domestic lives.
Tutors: Anne Goldthorpe  and Judith t{orshop
Contact: Dean of AdnissiorLs
KEELE UNIVERSITY
Dept. of Sociology and Social Anrhropology
Kee le
Hortshope and Sel.inars on llcn
Each workshop constructs its  own progranme of reading and study.
Subjects for past workshops have included:
sex and gender in Victorian society
problens wifh patriarchy
sexual divisions in society
Contact: Ursula Sharna-76-
UNIVERSITY  OF LANCASTER
Department of Sociology
Bai lrigg
Lancaster LAl 4YL
Scrurl Divisiors in Sogiety
Third year option for sociology students. Issues examined include:
unequal earnings
occupationaL segregation
domestic labour
the state
violence
reproduction
sexuality and socialization
The course aLso looks at the theoretical issues raised by
stratificarion  theory, liarxist debates on domestic labour, radical
feminist theory and psychoanalysis.
Tutor: Sylvia l{alby
Contact: Sylvia Walby
Ioren in Socicty
The second year option course looks at the position of women in
society and attempts to explain their  inequality with men. The
subjects covered are:
paid enployment
housework
the state
education
rape
vio lence
reproduction
sexualitY
early socialization
Tutor: Sylvia l{aLby
contact: sylvia waLby
UNIVERSITY  OF LEEDS
Leeds LS2 9JT
Sexurl Divieioar end SocietY
Third year option for sociology and other under- and postgraduates
covering:
sexism end sociology; motherhood; domestic division of labour;
enployment;  sexuality; images of gender; men and masculinity;
the feminist movenent.
Tutor: Sarah Fildes
Contact: Sarah Fildes-77-
CITY OF TIVERPOOL COLLEGE  OF HIGHER  EDUCATION
Department of  Sociology
Liverpool Road
Prescot
Merseyside L34 lNP
Serual Divirionr  in  Society
The course examines the changing social  and political  positions  of'
nomen and the relations  between the sexes in  a wide variety  of
cultures and historical  periods, as well  as the history  and
possibilities  of  feminist  thought and acEion.
Subjects covered:
motherhood and narriage
work and creativity
sexuality  and social  control
physical and mental heal-th
Tutors: Marion Price and Pauline Passer
Contacts: l,!,arion Price and Pauline Pass,er
LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Dept. of  Law
Houghton Street
London WC2
lforen and the Lav
Subjects covered:
women and criminal  law, focusing on rape, prostitution
and abortion
women and family  law
women and labour law
introduction  to  ferninist  theory
Tutor:  J.  Ternkin
Contact: J.  Temkin
THAI,fiS POLYTECHNIC, LONDON
Division of  Sociology
School of  Social Sciences
Riverside House, I{oolwich
London SElS
Gender Divieions in  Society
A third  year unit  in  a B.A. course in  sociology, the course -  which,
has a social  psychological bias -  focuses on Western industrialized
societies  but refers  to Third World countries as a comparison.  The
subjects iE covers include ideology and culture,  the role  of  the
state and law, the differing  economic positions  of  men and women
and the role  of  the fanily.
Tutors: F. Anthias and D. Adlan
Contact: Division  of  Sociology_78-
CITY OF LONDON POLYTECIINIC
Department of Sociology
Calcutta House
Old Castle Street
London El 7NT
Yoenra Studier - Yoren in Socicty
Second or third year option on the position of nomen in different
social contexts and the najor theories of sexuaL divisions.
Subjects covered:
socialization and sexuality
women in production and the fanily
the role of culture and ideology in reproducing  sexual divisions
ferninist movement.g
sexual divisions in Socialist societies
Tutors: Jennifer Hurstfield and Eil.een Phillips
Contacts: Jennifer Ilurstfield and Eileen Phillips
THE CITY UNIVERSITY
Dept. of Social Sciences and Humanities
Northampton Square
London ECL
Seruel Divisionc in Society
Course content:
introduction to sex and gender
acquisition of gender
contemporary fanily  structure
cultural iuragery of gender
women and creativity
ideology of romance
Freud and sexual identity
domesticity  and motherhood
educaEion and science
the concept of patriarchy
division of labour (paid work)
division of labour (domestic work)
gender and claes structure
p roblems of functionalism
trade unionism and the Itfarnily wagert
Tutor: Michele Barrett
Gontact: Michele BarretE-79-
UIDDLESEX  POLYTECIINIC
Dept. of Art History
Faculty of Art and Design
CaE Hi11, Cockfosters
East Barnet, IIerts.
Icen  rnd Representation
Subjects covered:
representaEions of women by women and men at different historical.
moments and in different contexts and nedia (in painting,
photography, advertising, film);  is  there a feminine or feminist
ttlanguage"? and recent feninist. art.
Tutor: Dr. Lisa Tickner
Contact: Dr. Lisa llickner
Other courses are given by feninisEs teaching at the Middlesex
Polytechnic. For further information, contact Ion Fleming, Elizabeth
Cowie and Anne Marie I{olpe.
UNIVERSITY  OF MANCHESTER
Department of Sociology
Faculty of Economic  and Social SEudies
Manchester Ml3 9PL
flaen in Society
The position of women in British society viewed fron the
sociological perspective.
Tutorg Alison Kelly and Liz Stanley
Contacts Liz Scanley and Alison Kel.ly
UNIVERSITY  OF MANCHESTER
Department of Asrerican Studies
Arts Faculty
Oxford Road
Manchester M13 9PL
floren in lnerice
Woments history fron the colonial period to the present using
hiscorical EexEs, diaries and literature.
An understanding of how sexism is  functional to the Anerican
political-economic system, hon it  is  ideologically maintained  and
what this has meant to different classes and generations of sornen.
Tutors: Jacqueline Ould and Diana Kealey
Contact: Diana Keal,ey-80-
THE OPEN UNIVERSITY
Walton Ha1L
Milton Keynes
Thc Ghenging Erperience of Yaa
This is a nultidiEciplinary course (sociology, history, science,
technology, economics and psychology) focused on Britain.
Tutors: U221 Course Team, Faculty of Science
Contact: Student Registration
POLYTECHNTC OF WALES, PONTYPRIDD
Midglarnorgan
South I{a les
Hoen ad  Society
This is an interdisciplinary  course (English. history and socio-
logy) examining key areas in woments lives such as the fanily,
work, sexuality and images of women from 1840 to 1900 and fron 1945
Eo the present.
Tutors: Dee Beddoe (history)
Rose Pearson and Stevi Jackson (sociology)
PauLine Young (literature)
Contact: Adrnissions Officer
READING -  BULMERSHE COLLEGE OF ITIGHER EDUCATION
Woodlands Avenue, Earley
Reading, Berkshire
tte  Teecher, the learner and thc School
The course provides opportunities to pursue ferninist work in
educat ion.
Tutor: Judy Keiner
Contact: Judy Keiner or the Academic Registrar
SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY
Sociology DepartmenE
Sheff ie ld
Ioren, Glass end Porer
An introduction to the debates between feninists, Marxists and
Socialist-feninists  and the changes in woment s situation due to the
use of capitalism.
ContacE: Chris Middleton-81  -
SOUTIIAUPTON -  tA SAINTE UNION COLLEGE OF HIGIIER EDUCATION IN EUROPE
The Avenue
rSouthampton
Iccara Iovcntr  in Europe
Part of a third lear main course on Europe since 1963, which i'n
turn is part of the European Studies and Modern Languages B.A.
degree.
Contact: P.J. r0rBr:ien
SOUTHAMPTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty of Iaw
Southampton
Irr  rnd Dircririnrtion
The course concentrates on covert as well as overt discrimination
in law, including fanily matters, the custody of children and
maintenance  awards.
Contact: Susan Atk.ins
SUSSEX UNIVERSITY
School of Social Science
Falmer, Brighton
Irguee in Gontcqrorery Society: t  llctnrr  Borld
Second year undergraduate option for students from several social
science disciplines.
Contact: Ann Whitehead
UNIVERSITY  OF YORK
Department of Economics
Hesl.ington
York YOI 5DD
Yaea in the Econr5r rnd Society of l9th Century Britein
Subjects covered:
womenrs occupaLions in the l9th century
lromen in factories and mines
domestic service
ltomen in agriculture
tr ladies  t tr occupations
the niddle class family
the working class fanily
ferti lity
motherhood
chiLdbirth and women's health
rromen and working class movementg
canpaign for womenrs lega1 rights
rromen t s education
nedical. education for women
contect: Delia Davin-82-
UNIVERSITY  OF YORK
Departrnent of  Sociology
He s I ington
York YOI 5DD
Sexual Iaequality  atrd Stratificetion
The course documents the rrfacts of  exploitationrr;  the areas
considered include socialization,  family  and rrarriage, education,
paid employment,  domestic labour, wife-beating,  rape and sexual
assault.
Contact: Mary Maynard
flonen, $ocialization  and Education
The course considers the nature of  female socialization  and
education and their  consequences in  terms of woments expectations,
achievements and status in  post-school life.
Contact: Mary Maynard
tte  political  ecoaouice of  gender, the eulture  and structuring  of
fenininity,  ycer  in  the Yictoriea  period
Options:I{omen and the farnily in  ethnic minorities  in  Great Britain,
the status and role  of  nomen in  China since 1949, women and
Labour and Socialist  policy  in  the lgth  century, philosophy
and feminism, women in  British  society in  the ISth century,
women and language and lromen and marriage in  fiction  in  the
19th centurY.
The interdisciplinary  courses cover one year and lead to a masterrs
degree. The optional  courses reflect  the special interests  of  the
Eeachers in  the field  of  education and research.
Contact: The Graduate Office,  Woments Studies
WARWICK UNIVERSITY
Sociology Department
Coventry CV4 7AL
flmen in  Society
Subjects: education
the welfare state
fertility  control
sexualitY
domestic labour
19th centurY feminism
lromen and the industriel  revolution
the womenrs liberation  movement
Contact: Helen Gordon-83-
DIPLOMA COURSES IN  WOMEN I S  STUDIES
BRADFORD  COLIEEE
Great Horton Road
Bradford BD7 IAY
I{est Yorkehire
Iorcato Studicr
Course content:
recent history of the woments movement and the development  of
feninist ideae though seLected writers, with an asse6sment of their
impact within their social, historical  and political  context;
a critical  study of bioLogical and physiologicaL theories
describing the formation of sex-role stereotypes and their
significance in the social division of labour between the sexes;
the inportance of education, the media and religion;
the second. year looks at nomen in the fanily,  lromen and the law and
nomen on the Labour market.
Tutors: Liz Shorrocks, Leeley Fowler, Nancy llall-, Frences Hall and
Carole Moss
Contacts: the above or Bob Faithorn
NORTIT EAST LONDON  POLYTECHNIC
Longbridge  Road
Dagenham
Essex RM8 2AS
Yo-n in lrr  rnd Society
The position of ldomen in Britain today is  studied, drawing on several
disciplines:
anthropology  sociology
biology  economics
psychology  law
social administration
Contact: Anne Bottonley or Jean Donnison
POLYTECHNIC OF CENTRAL LONDON
School of CommunicaEion
L8-22 Riding House Street
London Wl
Yorenrs Studier
A nultidiscipLinary  course drawing on fields  such as
sociology  biology
history  economics
psychology  poLirics
legal and cultural studies
Tutor: Irene Brennan
Contact: Registry (Course convenor)-84-
POST-GRADUATE COURSES
BRADFORD UNIVERSITY
School of Applied SociaI Studies
Bradford
l{. Yorkshire
ferily  Violenee
The course looks at the development of fanily violence as a social
problern and the different explanations of parent-child violence and
wife abuse from a radical feninist perspective.
Contact: Jo Sutton
Sexuel Divisions end Social lork
An option on the M.A. course in Corununity and Social Work. The aim
is  to give social workers a nen understanding of social work theory
and practice and the questions of why nost social workers I clients
are rromen and why social work is thought to be a womanrs
profession.
Contact: Jalna Hanmer
Scxurl Divieions in Social Policy
An option on the M.A. course in Comnunity and Social Work. Its  aim
is  to introduce students to a feminist perspective in sociaL policy
and a critical  appreciation of general theories of welfare.
Contact: Hilary Rose
BRISTOL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
35 Berkeley Square
Bristol BS8 lJA
Icn,  Society end Educetion
The topics covered include competing approaches to the study of sex
differences and womenrs position in society, childhood socializa-
tion,  women in the home and labour market' womenrs place in
education, the history of womenrs education, rtomen teachers,  sexism
and schools.
ConEact: Dr. Sandra Acker
Bducetion rnd Socirl Divisions: Chas, Sex end lrce
The role of education in the perpetuation or uritigation of
inequal ity.
Contact: Secretery to Advanced  Studies-85-
DUNDEE COLLEGE  OF EDUCATION
Department of Comunity Education and Social Work
Dundee, Scotland
frcn  in the Gorunity
Subjects covered:
women in the cornmunity
roLe and status of women
Legislation and rights
women and health
donestic life  and labour
women and work/trade unions
rf,omen and comunity action
ethnic ninorities
womenrs movement
women and connunity work/youth work and adult education
Contact: C. McConnell. Senior lecturer
UNIVERSITY  OF ESSEX
Department of Sociology
Wivenhoe Park
Colchester, Essex
Scxml Divisions in Eistory
Relations between fanily history, lromenrs history and the history
of sexual divisions.
llomen and the law, education and the arts and the struggtes  over
t'\romenrs placetr and ments domination
Contact: Leonore Davidoff
KENT UNIVERSITY
Darwin College
Canterbury, Kent
li.A. in forenre StEdies
The theory and devel-opment of feminism, with various option
courses.
Contact: Dr. Mary Evans-86-
LONDON  UNIVERSITY
Institute of Education
Human Rights and Education
55 Gordon Square
London WCI ONU
il.A. ir  l'ig[ts  in Edncrtion
The core course relates the treatment of rights to
rights through law
phi losophy
political  science
socio logy
Three options are availabte:
inequalities in educational provision
inequalities with regard to sex
competing rights
Contact: Dr. Margherita Rendell
[.PhiL. or lh.D. il  Umenra Studiee end Lighte
The content of the course depends on the research interests of
students and staff.
Contact: Dr. l,largherita Rendell
Borente Studiee (Poetgraduete  General Gertificete of Education)
Course content varies depending on the interests of the students, but
usuall-y centres on the differences in what boys and girls  do in the
school curriculum and the various forms of bias in the curriculum in
favour of males in the context of textc  and syllabuses.
Contact: Dr. Margherita Rendell
Gender md Bducetion
An option course for the M.A. in Sociology and Education.
Contact: Registrar-87-
uNrvERsrTY oF IONDON, GOLDSMTTHS COIIEGE
Department of Advanced Studies
School of Education
New Cross
London SEl4 8NI{
f,.A. il  Sociologgr of Edrcetion
The general thene is the inadequacy of l{arxisr approaches to
womenrs oppression and the need for a radical feminist alternative.
The course covers:
sexual divisions and society
sexual divisions and education
Contact: lfurgaret Jackson
TIIAUES PoLYTECIINTC, LONDON
History Division
Wellington Street
Woo lwich
London  SE 1.8
Icr,  IorL end Doresticity in Englend and lelee fror c.  1820
The course is a special subject within the M.A. in Historiography
and Historical Method.
ConEact: Dr. Angela V. John
MANCHESTER  POLYTECHNIC
Didsbury Faculty
Wilnslow Road
Didsbury
llanches t er
Ser 
"ypilg 
in Secodrryr Scbool Subjects
Option courae for the Postgraduate Certificate in Education.
conracr: Judith !{hyte
I.{ANCHESTER  UNIVERSITY
Department of Sociblogy
llanches t er
Ferinin  eld Sociel Science
Course open to socioLogy postgraduates.  The course content is very
f lexib le .
Contacts: Liz Stanley and Alison Ke1ly-88-
RESEARCH
I{ithin  the  institutional  framework
QUEENTS UNTVERSTTY,  BETFAST
Department of Economics
Be lfast
Horen Prer  III  by Janet Trewsdale
This research was completed in  summer 1983
QUEENTS  UNTVERSTTY,  BEFAST
DeparEment of Social Anthropology
Belfas t
Bffects of Priron Life on Tolenrs F-inity  by A. ltullon
LANCHESTER  POLYTECHNIC, COVENTRY
Priority  Street
Coventry CVI 5FB
Yoren end the EEG
A study of European policy*aking in the field  of wonenrs righte at
work.  Contact: Catherine  HoskYns
LANCHESTER  POLYTECIINTC,  COVENTRY
Department of Applied Social Studies
Priority  Street
Coventry CVI 5FB
Juliet  Edmonds and Anne Stanyer, tutors for courses leading to B.A.
Honours in Applied Social Sciences, Certificate of Qualification in
Social Workers, Health Visitors t Certificate and District  Nurse
Certificate, are conducting research on the position of women in the
social security system, on the labour market and with regard to
housing and laws sanctioning sexual discrimination.
Juliet Edmonds is  engaged in two research Projects:
et.hnic minorities and race relations as they concern women;
the use of drugs (tranquillizers and sleeping pills)  by persons
in mourning (a comparison between widowers and widows).
MANCHESTER POLYTECHNIC
Faculty of Community Studies
Didsbury School of Education
799 I{ilmslow  Road
Manchester  M20 8RR
Research. project on Girls ia the fielil  of rcieace rnd tcchnologr.
conracr: Judith whyte-89-
Outside the  institutional  framework
IO}I PAY UNIT
9 Poland Street
London WIV 3Dc
Research project on lhe f,elr Eorerorlers
The aim is to study the effects of homeworking for nomen and the
advantages  and disadvantages of new office technology in the home.
Contact: Ursula lluns
Note that the Low Pay Unit research centre is also engaged in other
projects relating to women:
women in small firms
low wages in the textile  industry
It  has also published various works on rromen and children in
euployment. A list  is available on request.
WOI,{EN'S RESEARCH AND RESOURCES  CENTRE
Hungerford llouse
Victoria Embankment
London WC2
Founded in 1975, this Centre provides information on womenrs studies
and the womenrs movement in the United Kingdon and other countries.
OF SPECIAL  NOTE
THE FEMINIST ARCHIVE
c/o University of Bath
Claverton Down, Bath
Avon BA2 7AY
The Feminist Archive is a library and museum on nomen. It  is housed in ne'w
premises of the university of Bath library and is a col.lection of
booklets, conference proceedings, periodicals,  posters, photographs,
clothes, books, research papers and original nanuscripts.-90-
NETIIIORK
English Department
University of Liverpool
Modern Languages Building
Liverpool L69 3BX
Contact: Ann Thompson
In a faculty in which men are in the majority, women tutors in
literature and some of their  colleagues in secondary education have
set up a support network to he1-p l{omen come into contact and pool
information on the ways in which they teach their courses, on their
research and on other problems.
Ann Thourpson, a tutor at the University of Liverpool, the creator of
Network, would |ike to expand rhis organization (which now has 70
members) to include anyone interested in education and wishing to run
lroment s studies courses.
NETWORK produces a publication three times a year and plans to run its
own lectures,
ROW -  Europe
374 Grays Inn Road
London I{Cl
ROW - Europe (nignts of llomen Europe GrouP). It  has brought out a
practical handbook for women living  in Great Britain entitled rrWornenrs
Rights and the EEC". It  explains how to obtain grants from the
European Social Fund and gives practical tips  and many useful
addresses.
PUBLICATION
WOMEN'S STUDIES COURSES IN TIIE U.K.
Hungerford House
Victoria  Embankment
London  WC2
Published by the !ilomenrs Research and Resources Centre.-  9l -
The EC Conmission also indirectly
stimulates university research on, by and
for wcnpn by askirg experts - often
acadernics - to carryort the necessary
research as a basis for specific rrnasures
in the field of policy on equal
opportr:nities. (1)
EUROPEAN COMMISSION RESEARCH
Itris exhaustive catalogue of research by EC l,Ieurber States on rsren and
employrent consists of three voh.nes and an index listirg theEfTf
research projects, researchers'  naflEs, addresses of institutions  and
ccnpletion dates, actual or planned.
- Part One: Belgium, Dennark, hnrernborrg  and the lK (July 1978)
- Part lbo: C,ermany and Italy (1980)
- Part Tlrree: France, Ireland and the Netherlands (July 1981)
- Part Four: Index
2) Decis Areas Affect Irlcnen at I'lork in Four
TEaETis
are lrance, ,t ard
IEdly. this uork was produced by Giovanna Zincone for the EC Ccnmission
(v/1811/83).
3) Ifew Information Technology and t'lcmen's Enployment. Christine Zuroczek
Tttis study was carried out by the Sussex University Science Policy
Research Unit in l4arch 1983 and published as rnriber 53 of the FAS1
(Forecasting and Assesffpnt in the Field of Science and Tectrrolory)
series, the FAST Progranne, Directorate-General for Science, Reselrch
and DeveloFrpnt of the EC Ccrmrission.
4) Les et services collectifs de des enfants de
a ty
care of chilffi  :ilrcnr 0 to 3 years of age in the EC).
Camille Pichault. Ttris published shrdy can be obtained fror the Office
for official R-rblications of the European cqmnnities, 5 rue du
Ccnnnerce,  2985 lexeurborrg)  .
5) Les d itions trices et les activitds sotrstraites atr
tenent -
proposltions (protective llpasures and activities o<clndeitfrmr tE-EGId of appricatiorr-of the directive on equal treaErEnt - analyses and
n5oqggalsz-Y/707/319U.  D'loniqr:e llalpern, project superviior attached ro
Lhe-ttinisttre des Affaires sociales 6t ae ia Solidaiiia ""ii."ri" (French Mirristry of social Affairs and National solidarity).
(1) F\:rther information nay be obtained frm:  Bureatr for Qtrestions
Concernirg  Employlrent and Eqtral Treatrent for t{crren, Directorate-
Ceneral for Emplo;rrent,  Social Affairs and Edrrcation, EC Ccmnission,
200 rue de la loi,  1049 Bnrssels.
of Research on Wqren and t in the I'ernber States of6)
-92-
des chances dans le secteur bancaire dans les de la CEE
equa r€ sector countr
- report by the coordinator, Jacqueline Laufer, professor at the C.entre
d'Etr-rdes Sut'rieures des Affaires (Advanced  Business Studies Centre)
in Paris.
- research by: Marcel Bolle de Bal and Moniqr:e Chalude in Belgiun
(Institut de Sociologie de l'UniversitS Libre de
Bru<elles - Bnrssels Free University Sociology
Institute) i
Anne Labourie-Racapd  and Anne-Marie Grozelier in France
(C.entre d'Etudes de 1'Emploi, Paris; Association
ffi:i::3': HH,l"'l?Hii:ffi:';ffi?ff 'l:,i3f 
^r",io,,"r Association for Adult Vocational Training[
fi::Hrhi:*  *  the Netherlands  (Erasnnrs universitv'
llaTger:.e Povall.and Nancy Seear in the IK (City
University, London).
7) Les fennes et 1a urixit6 des o].s en Situation. r61es et
s !'IOUEn -t
z Y/2778/82). published report was prodrrced
Institute
of the
11) Etude des d'action itive en tant s destindes
s ins et d'atrtres
integrating woiren
a upans
labor:r
marketz V/30/83 - Doctrnent no. 34).  Sr-unrary rePort produced by the
Centre National de Sociologie, dr: Droit Social de Bn:rcelles (Brussels
National C€ntre for the Sociology of Social Law) under the supervision
of Professor Eliane Vogel-Polslcy in Novernber 1982.
i,
and Moniqr.re Chalude of the Brussels
can be obtained frcrn the Office
European Cqnrnrnities, 5 nre du
Free University Soclology
for Official Publications
C,ilnnerce, 2985 Loternbourg.
8) L'enploi des femnes en Espagne (wcrnen's ernployment in Spain). Maria
ogist, head of the data bark at the
Sociological Research Centre in Madrid. This published study (ISBN
92-825-4770-3) can be obtained frqn the Office for Official hrblications
of the Er:ropean Csnrrurrities,  5 n-te du Connerce,  2985 lu<enbourg.
9) L'ernploi des fennres en Grlce (wcmen's ernploynent in Greece).. &egfq^!f
ofessor at Salonica Universlty N/2745/82).
10) L'enrploi des fernnes au Portugal (wcrnen's enploynent in Portqgal:
ilva, professor at the Institute of
Advanced Econcmics in Lisbon.
AIIIIES
trava es
.tr_93-
12) ,Mise en oeuvre de 1' it6 ae traitemenr 1a rdvision des
recte sur avail et
treatment
ffiystems  wtrich might have an indirect regative
13) Le des ilit6s ionnelles, familiales et sociales
21) Ies discrirninations et difficult6s iurid
AnrE
des femnes
o)lrent foreign vJorren in EC countries).
Elisabeth van stalle, rnstitut rnternational de Recherche et de
23) Der Schutz der e:*erbstHt Frauen wiihrend der
protection of workirg rrrmen
effect on the ernploynent of wcnen, their rigfit to rmrk and their
prmrotion at work: V/2798/8D. Daniele lbulder-s (DL[.BEA). Repolt
lroduced by the d6parteurent  d'Econsnie Appliqude de 1'Universil6 Libre
de Bru:relles (Brussels Free University Department of Applied Econcmics).
ls) ofa ative analvsis of the for 1 redress in
Art
treatment social
securit Directives N / 564/6Q .  Jen
Idl-e  laine R. Donnelly. PoIyCec
16) La h5eautiqr:e et le travail Aeslenrneg (office technolory  and wcrnen's
iversity Sociolo!1' Institute
N/7085/U). Ihis published study can be obtainbd frcrn tf,i: Office for
Official Rrblications of the European Ccnmunities,  5 rr:e du Ccrnerce,
2985 Lu<ernbourg.
17) Recherche e:<ploratoire sur 1e motrvenrent des fernnes (exploratory research
). 
-
18) of innova of measures in favorr of wmren farners
wolrpn r.n rur ,
19) Egalit6 de traiternent en matiEre de sdcr:ritd sociale (equal treatnent in
or.-
\ure srurrr-ng or occuPaErolull,  I€ilIIlIy
Ilednige Peernans-Poullet N I 4841&,) .
social responsibilit
14) Ttre Application of the  Angela
Forthcoring  Research
20) La place des fesmes dans l'efnPlg! (wqren's place at wrork).
Formation: Education, C\rltures, Ddveloppmnt (International Institute
of Research and Ttainirg: Edrrcation, Cuinrre, Development),  Bn:ssels.
2D Les fenues salari6es en Etrrope 1984 (wqren in paid ernployment  1984).
und
Een
l"leurber States: V/l829lU)  .
pregnancy
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Itlomen of Europe' is published every tyo months in the
European  Communityrs  seven languages,  as wett as this
there are SuppLements to rtJomen of Europer. Issues stiLl.
avai[ab[e are as foLloys:
l{o. 8  rUomen in Spainr.
No. 9  rEqual Opportunitiesl
Action Programme 1982-1985.
No. 11  | Women in Portugatr.
No. 1?  ' Community  Law and Uomen'.
No. 13  rt{omen in Agriculture'.
No. 14  'b,fomen in Statistics'.
No. 15  rhfomen at Work in the European
Communi ty I
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No. 16  rWomen and ftlen of Europe in 1983
No. 17  rl{onen and Devetopment
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